
SELECT BOARD MEETING AGENDA 
TOWN OF PETERBOROUGH 
Tuesday, January 5, 2021 – 5:30 PM 

1 Grove Street, Peterborough, New Hampshire  
 
 
New Business 
Appointment of Lisa Stone to West Peterborough TIF Advisory Board 
2021 Town Meeting Discussion  
 
Old Business 
Review and Approval of the Minutes of December 15th, 2020 
 
Other Business 
 
Consent Agenda 
Correspondence: 
Walden Eco Village Press Release, Photos, and Related Correspondence  
Letter from Department of State re: CARES Act Election Funds 
Letter from Xfinity re: Service Changes 
 
Building Permits: 
BP20-166; 226 Middle Hancock Road; Birkebak; Renovation 
BP20-167; 59 Pine Street; Rusin; Addition 
BP20-168; 454 Sand Hill Road; Hutchinson; Renovation 
BP20-169; 409 Union Street; Birkebak; Electrical 
BP20-170; 29 Cornish Road; Trowbridge; Electrical 
BP20-171; 50 Cunningham Pond Road; Baum; Electrical 
 
6:00 PM: JOINT SELECT BOARD AND BUDGET COMMITTEE MEETING  
Presentation of Draft Budget, CIP, and Town-Wide Impacts 
Administration, Finance, HR, Human Services, EDA, Misc. 
 
ADJOURN 
 
 



 
 

NHMA Guidance on 2021 Annual Meeting* 
December 24, 2020 

 
*This guidance is updated from the December 4 version. This guidance is subject to further update, 
clarification, and supplemental material. Please visit NHMA’s COVID-19 webpage to ensure that 
you are reading the most recent version of our guidance and any supplemental information that may 
be available. Please also refer to the attached Addendum for answers to FAQ. 
 
HB 1129: “Drive-Thru Voting” 
In order to afford local governments the option of holding a virtual annual meeting in 2021, the Legislature 
adopted HB 1129 (2020 N.H. Laws Chapter 8).  The Temporary Optional Town Meeting Procedures of HB 
1129, Section 8:3, are set forth at length below, and may be used for either SB2 or “traditional” annual 
meetings.   
 
The governing body of a town, school district, or village district may elect to convene the annual meeting to 
approve the posted warrant through a two-step process.  Where that decision is going to be made after the 
warrant has been posted, and thus the town meeting has been scheduled, the moderator should make a 
determination under 40:4 that an “emergency” (Covid-19) has “render[ed] use of the meeting location unsafe,” 
and the select board would then exercise the option to conduct a virtual meeting as permitted by HB 1129. 
All procedures that would normally precede posting of the annual meeting warrant would still be followed as 
prescribed in RSA chapter 39, RSA chapter 40, RSA chapter 52, and/or RSA chapter 194. When the governing 
body undertakes to employ HB 1129 to conduct the annual meeting virtually, the regular municipal legal 
counsel should be consulted. 
 
Step 1: First, the governing body must hold two live virtual meetings:  one meeting to inform the voters about 
the proposed optional meeting procedures, and a second to discuss the warrant articles and finalize the warrant 
content.   
 
Before the first virtual information session is held, the governing body must mail notice to all registered voters 
at least seven days prior to this virtual information session, providing the date and time of the virtual session 
and the virtual session’s access information.  This means that each voter must receive an individually addressed 
piece of mail, regardless of the number of voters at each address location. The notice must also describe the 
procedures that will be followed for conducting the annual meeting using the provisions of HB 1129.  The 
notice will also inform voters that a second virtual meeting will be held by the governing body within seven 
days after the virtual information session.  The virtual information session would be a review of the warrant, 
article by article. During the virtual information session, the proposed optional town or school district meeting 
procedures must also be outlined. The virtual information session will be hosted by the governing body, but 
with the moderator presiding.  It would be optional whether the virtual information session would be 
interactive with attendees, specifically, whether to offer the ability for attendees to comment using the virtual 
meeting platform’s chat function or to allow attendees to speak.  
 

http://gencourt.state.nh.us/bill_status/billText.aspx?sy=2020&id=1239&txtFormat=html
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After the first virtual meeting is adjourned, questions and comments from the public shall be solicited and 
received via electronic mail, voice mail, text message, or by other electronic means. Comments are not 
restricted to registered voters, but of course the governing body can decide how much weight to give to 
comments from non-voters. 
 
Within seven days after the first information session, the governing body will hold a second live virtual meeting 
to consider and address comments received from the public after the first session. At that meeting the 
governing body will discuss, debate, and be permitted to amend the posted warrant.  This delegates to the 
governing body the sole authority to put the warrant in final form.  As with the first virtual information 
session, the moderator would preside at this second virtual meeting.  It would also be optional whether the 
second information session would be interactive with attendees participating via the virtual meeting platform’s 
communication options. 
 
Step 2: Second, after the last information session the governing body would make the final warrant available 
electronically for printing by voters to be brought to the voting session.  The final warrant that is provided 
electronically would be in the nature of a sample ballot.  Voters cannot print, mark, and use this sample ballot 
to vote during the voting session. The actual ballot to be used for voting purposes would only be provided to 
each voter at the drive-up voting session. Although HB 1129 permits the governing body to schedule the date 
and time of the voting session, ideally the date of the voting session should comply with the date prescribed 
as the Official Ballot Voting Day as defined in RSA 652:16-g.  Therefore, it is recommended that the drive-
up voting session for a traditional town or school district meeting would be March 9, 2021 or May 11, 2021.   
 
For an SB 2 town or district the drive-up voting session would be on March 9, 2021, April 13, 2021, or May 
11, 2021. However, in a town where town elections and school district elections are coordinated, it will be 
necessary for the town and school district to cooperate, and this may require the drive-up voting session to 
be held on a different day, especially if the school district is using HB 1129 and the town is not, or vice versa. 
 
Voting on final warrant articles will be by secret ballot cast by voters through drive-up procedures to ensure 
appropriate social distancing. For SB 2 municipalities and districts, voting by official ballot for the election of 
officers and for voting on all warrant articles will proceed as provided in RSA 40:13.  
 
In a traditional meeting town or district, an official ballot will be printed for the election of officers and other 
items that are required to be placed on the official ballot. All other warrant articles will be printed on a separate 
ballot (“the alternative ballot”). 
 
The first article on the SB 2 official ballot (or the alternative ballot for a traditional meeting town/district) will 
ask whether voters approve the optional meeting procedures. If the optional procedures are not approved by 
a simple majority, all other warrant articles on the SB 2 official ballot (or the “alternative ballot” for a 
traditional meeting town/district) shall be deemed disapproved. However, the election of officers and action 
on other items on the official ballot will be effective.1 If the optional voting procedures are approved, then all 
other votes on warrant articles shall be deemed the final action of the meeting, provided that if the operating 
budget warrant article is not approved, the governing body may vote to: 
 

 
1 After consulting with other election law attorneys, we believe that the election of officers would be effective in an SB 2 
town or district even if the first article (approving the alternative voting process) does not pass.  
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(a) Convene a meeting before September 1 to adopt an operating budget; or 
(b) Elect to deem that the meeting has adopted the previous year's operating budget article, not including 
separate warrant articles. 
Municipalities or school districts that will be voting on bond articles under the provisions of RSA 33:8 and 
RSA 33:8-a should plan to consult their bond counsel or the Municipal Bond Bank for any additional 
procedures that should be followed.  
 
In-Person Annual Meetings & Masks 
For those towns that do hold in-person deliberative or business sessions, NHMA interprets Emergency Order  
#74 to apply to those meetings, and persons attending those meetings who cannot consistently maintain a 
physical distance of at least six feet from persons outside their household must wear a mask or cloth face 
covering over their noses and mouths. Local officials should review NHMA’s guidance on EO#74. (As of 
this writing, EO #74 is in effect only through January 15, 2021. Local officials should continue to monitor 
the governor’s emergency orders web page for updates.) 
 
Other Voting-Related Issues 
NHMA is pursuing clarification on several other town meeting and election issues. We will keep you updated, 
and we will also update this guidance if additional clarification or orders/guidance from the state becomes 
available.  
 
HB 1129- 8:3 Temporary Optional Town Meeting Procedures; State of Emergency. Towns, village districts, 
and school districts that are unable to hold in-person annual meetings in2020 or 2021 due to novel coronavirus disease (Covid-
19) may conduct virtual meetings in accordance with this section. At the option of the governing body, the town or school district 
meeting may be convened and proceed to approve the posted 2020 or 2021 warrant in the following fashion: 
 
I. The governing body shall host a live virtual meeting and information session, during which the proposed optional town or school 
district meeting procedures shall be outlined and warrant articles discussed. At least 7 days prior to this informational session, 
notice shall be mailed to all registered voters describing the procedures to be followed for conducting an annual meeting pursuant to 
this section. After the live, virtual meeting is adjourned, questions and comments from the public shall be solicited and received via 
electronic mail, voice mail, text message, or by other electronic means. 
 
II. Within 7 days of the information session, the governing body shall hold another live virtual meeting to consider and address 
comments received from the public. The governing body shall then discuss, debate, and be permitted to amend the posted warrant. 
The final warrant, as amended, shall then be made available electronically for printing by voters to be brought to the voting session, 
which shall be scheduled for a date and time to be determined by the governing body. 
 
III. Voting on final warrant articles shall be by secret ballot cast by voters through drive-up procedures to ensure appropriate 
social distancing. In a town or district that uses the official ballot for the election of officers and has not yet held its town or district 
election, an official ballot will be printed for the election of officers and other items that are required to be placed on the official 
ballot. All other warrant articles will be printed on a separate ballot ("the alternative ballot"). 
 
IV. The first article on the alternative ballot shall ask whether voters approve these optional meeting procedures. If the optional 
procedures are not approved by a simple majority, all other warrant articles shall be deemed disapproved. However, the election of 
officers and action on other items on the initial ballot will be effective. If the optional voting procedures are approved, then all other 

https://www.nhmunicipal.org/sites/default/files/uploads/legal/supplemental_enforcement_masks.pdf
https://www.governor.nh.gov/news-and-media/emergency-orders-2020
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votes on warrant articles shall be deemed the final action of the meeting, provided that if the operating budget warrant article is 
not approved, the governing body may vote to: 
(a) Convene a meeting before September 1 to adopt an operating budget; or 
(b) Elect to deem that the meeting has adopted the previous year's operating budget article, not including separate warrant articles. 
 
V. In a town or district using the official ballot referendum (SB 2) form of annual meeting that has held its deliberative session 
but has not yet held its official ballot voting sessions, the governing body may choose to use the drive up procedures in paragraph 
III for the official ballot voting session, and paragraphs I and II shall not 
apply. 
 
 

ADDENDUM 
NHMA Guidance on 2021 Annual Meeting: 

Frequently Asked Questions  
 
The following are questions we have received from town officials, primarily about HB 1129, but also 
about postponing town meetings instead of using HB 1129. Our answers follow the questions in 
boldface. We strongly encourage local officials to consult with their town attorney before either 
postponing their meetings or choosing to use the HB 1129 option. 
 
1.  Can an SB2 town or district use the two-virtual-meeting process of HB 1129 while retaining its in-
person election format instead of a drive-through? If you use the HB 1129 process, you must have 
drive-up voting, but the attorney general’s office has stated that you may also have a walk-in 
polling place.   
 
2.  We have a traditional town meeting with our business session scheduled for mid-March. Assuming 
large indoor gatherings are still problematic in March, can the meeting be postponed (even at this early 
date) to a date in May when we could hold it outdoors?  Yes. Under RSA 40:4 a, if an “emergency” 
occurs which the moderator “reasonably believes may render use of the meeting location unsafe,” 
the moderator can postpone the business or deliberative session “at any time prior to the 
scheduled deliberative or business session.” The attorney general’s office issued a memorandum in 
March 2020 indicating that the COVID-19 pandemic constitutes such an emergency. 
 
3.  RSA 39:3 says that petitioned warrant articles are due “not later than the fifth Tuesday before the day 
prescribed for an annual meeting.”  If the governing body selects the method allowed by HB 1129, does 
that mean the fifth Tuesday before the first virtual public meeting?  We believe so, but we encourage 
you to confirm this with your town’s attorney. 
 
4.  Section 8:3, II, of HB 1129 says that the governing body, “shall be permitted to amend the posted 
warrant.”  Does that permission extend to zoning ordinance amendments on the official ballot?  No.  
RSA 675:3 prescribes the manner for placing a proposed zoning amendment on the official ballot, 
and it does not allow for changes once the proposed zoning amendment is filed with the town 

https://www.doj.nh.gov/news/2020/documents/20200313-covid-town-meeting.pdf
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clerk. In addition, municipal officials should note that other articles whose language is prescribed 
by law cannot be amended by either the governing body or the town meeting.   
 
5.  We often have a handful of petitioned articles on the warrant, some of which can be controversial.  
Ordinarily, the governing body must put a petitioned article on the warrant as submitted.  If a town is 
going to use HB 1129, can the governing body amend petitioned articles?  The language suggests that it 
can. Since HB 1129 gives the governing body the authority to amend warrant articles at the second 
virtual meeting, a power that ordinarily would be exercised by the town meeting, it does seem that 
the governing body could amend petitioned warrant articles at the second virtual meeting. 
However, this is likely to be politically very unpopular, and we recommend against doing so.   
 
6.  If the town uses the HB 1129 process, can the governing body remove a petitioned article from the 
warrant?  No.  Properly petitioned articles must be placed on the warrant, and once the warrant is 
posted, an article—petitioned or otherwise—cannot be removed. It can be amended, but not 
removed. HB 1129 does not change this. 
 
7.  HB 1129 says that notice describing the procedures must be mailed to all registered voters. If one 
person owns numerous properties, does the town need to mail notice to each property?  No. Notice is 
mailed to each voter, not to each property owned by a voter.   
 
8. Our town has a traditional town meeting. If we use HB 1129 and the voters do not approve the 
operating budget, what happens?  HB 1129 says the governing body can either (a) convene a meeting 
before September 1 to adopt an operating budget; or (b) elect to deem that the meeting has 
adopted the previous year’s operating budget article, not including separate warrant articles. 
 
9.  Does HB 1129 permit drive-up voting for both the “business” articles on the warrant and the items on 
the official ballot, such as zoning amendments, the election of town officials, etc.? Yes—it not only 
permits but requires drive-up voting for all items on the warrant. 
 
10.  Does HB 1129 permit the town to set different or more restrictive hours for drive-up voting than 
would normally apply to the hours of voting at the town election? RSA 669:25 states that “polling 
hours for a town meeting or election shall be set by the selectmen or by a vote of the town,” but it 
also states that a town election shall be conducted in the same manner as a general election under 
RSA 658 and 659. Under RSA 659:4, the polls for state elections must be open at least from 11 
a.m. to 7 p.m. The attorney general’s office has interpreted this to mean that although the 
selectmen may set the hours, the minimum period of 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. applies.  
 
11.  Are there any special requirements for bond votes?  If there are bond articles on the warrant, 
voting must be held open for at least one hour pursuant to RSA 33:8-a (but this requirement will 
automatically be satisfied if the polls are open from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.—see question 10 above).  In 
a traditional meeting town or school district, bond articles should be printed on a ballot(s) 
separate from the official ballot and from the alternative ballot, and a separate ballot box or boxes 
must be used for each bond ballot. 
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12.  How do the requirements and deadlines for bond hearings and budget hearings apply if a town uses 
the HB 1129 procedure?  Under HB 1129, the dates for holding budget hearings under RSA 32:5 
should be counted from the date of the first virtual session held by the governing body. The date 
for holding a bond hearing under RSA 33:8-a should be counted from the date the bond is to be 
voted on—i.e., from the date of the drive-up voting session.  Since bond and budget hearings are 
held as part of a meeting of the governing body or the budget committee, they may be conducted 
virtually.   You should review any proposed schedule for budget and bond hearings with your 
bond counsel. 
 
13.  If a town chooses to have an in-person socially distanced deliberative/business session, can the 
moderator require everyone to wear masks?   If not, can the moderator require all non-masked voters to 
sit in a separate room with video and audio connection to the main meeting room and two-way 
opportunity to participate?  The governor’s Emergency Order #74 requires all persons over the age 
of five to wear a face covering when they are in a public space and do not consistently maintain a 
physical distance of at least six feet from persons outside their own households, subject to some 
exceptions.  Anyone who does not observe this requirement is violating the law.  (As noted above, 
EO #74 is currently scheduled to expire on January 15, 2021, but it may be extended.) There is no 
clear law as to whether the moderator could require all attendees to wear masks if they are able to 
maintain six feet of physical distance. We recommend that moderators ask all attendees to wear 
masks and set aside a separate area for non-masked attendees.  The separate area could be a 
separate room with video and audio connection that allows those in the separate room to both 
hear and participate in the proceedings. 
 
14.  Who runs the virtual meetings under HB 1129?  Although HB 1129 itself does not specify, the 
attorney general’s office has advised that because the virtual sessions are part of the town meeting, 
the moderator must preside as provided in RSA 40:4.   
 
15.  Can we hold a normal SB 2 deliberative session, or the business session of a traditional town 
meeting, via Zoom?  No. There does not appear to be any way to confirm that everyone 
participating and voting during a Zoom session is a registered voter.  Further, it would be 
impossible to conduct a secret written ballot vote using Zoom. 
 
16.  Is HB 1129 optional, or the only alternative meeting format that is permissible?  For instance, could 
we hold the video meetings but then vote by ballot in person and not use the drive-up option? HB 1129 
is the only alternative meeting option that has been authorized. As indicated above (see question 
1), if you choose the HB 1129 option and use the video meetings you must then have drive-up 
voting. However, the attorney general’s office has stated that you could have a walk-in polling 
place in addition to drive-up voting. 
 
17.  Given the scheduling requirements for a budget hearing and the time that will be required under HB 
1129 to print extra ballots and program the Accu-Vote machine, it may be difficult to meet the 
deadlines. Is it possible to solve that problem by combining the budget hearing with the first virtual 
meeting under HB 1129? No.  A budget hearing under RSA 32:5 is a separate event and cannot be 
combined with virtual information sessions under HB 1129. 

https://www.governor.nh.gov/sites/g/files/ehbemt336/files/documents/emergency-order-74.pdf
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18.  We have a traditional March town meeting, with official ballot voting on the second Tuesday of 
March and the business session later that week. If the governor does not extend the state of emergency 
through March so that we are no longer operating under emergency orders, does the town have the 
authority to move the business session to a later date?  Is there a statutory amount of time between the 
first session of town meeting (election) and the business session? The governing body can change the 
date of the business session if that change is made before the warrant is posted, and the new date 
is stated in the posted warrant.  The applicable statute, RSA 39:2-a, does not limit the time 
between the first and second sessions, so the second session could be scheduled for any later date, 
limited only by practical considerations of the town’s need to adopt a budget and act on other 
matters.   
 
19.  It is my understanding that if the governor does extend the state of emergency into the time frame 
that covers the March town meeting, the town moderator would have the authority to move the town 
meeting date to a later time—possibly April or May.  If that is correct, must both sessions of town 
meeting be moved to a later date, or could we have the first session (the election) on the traditional 
March date, and move the second (business) session to a later date?  Under RSA 40:4, II, the 
moderator may postpone the business session without postponing the official ballot session 
(election).  Thus, a town could hold the official ballot voting session on the traditional March date 
and then postpone the business session to sometime in April or May (or even later). 
 
20.  Our select board is hoping to find a facility where we can accommodate 125 people with social 
distancing. With that in mind, we are wondering whether the town can hold its meeting in another town.  
Yes, RSA 39:1-b states, “A town may hold its town meeting outside the geographical boundaries of 
the town, if the town does not have a facility with a large enough seating capacity to accommodate 
the meeting.” A few conditions apply: (1) The selectmen must arrange transportation for voters 
who need it from the usual meeting place to the out-of-town facility and back; (2) The meeting 
must be held in an adjacent town “or nearest appropriate facility”; and (3) Warrants and other 
items required to be posted must be posted at the place of the meeting. 
 
21.  We have an SB 2 town meeting with a deliberative session currently scheduled for January 30. If we 
do not want to use HB 1129 but are concerned about holding the deliberative session, can we postpone 
it?   Yes, the deliberative session in an SB 2 town can be postponed the same as the business session 
in a traditional meeting town. See the answer to question 2.  Unfortunately, the statute does not 
allow the deliberative session to be postponed more than 72 hours. However. It can be postponed 
repeatedly in 72-hour increments; this is extremely awkward, but it can be done. If you are going 
to postpone your deliberative session, work closely with your town attorney to make sure it is done 
correctly. Of course, if you end up postponing your deliberative session into March or later, you 
will need to postpone your official ballot voting day as well. 
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MINUTES 

SELECT BOARD 
TOWN OF PETERBOROUGH 

Tuesday, December 15, 2020 – 5:00 PM 
1 Grove Street, Peterborough, New Hampshire 

 
Present: Tyler Ward, Bill Taylor, Ed Juengst 
Also Present: Rodney Bartlett, Nicole MacStay, Alison Kreutz, Chief Ed Walker 
      
The meeting was broadcast live on Ustream, Facebook, YouTube, and Channel 22 (Comcast).  
 
Chair Ward opened the meeting at 5:00 PM.  
 
Public Hearing - Community Development Block Grant Funding, Nuttin’ Ordinary 
Chair Ward read the Notice of Public Hearing: 
The Peterborough Select Board will hold a public hearing on December 15, 2020 at 5:00 p.m. remotely via 
the virtual meeting platform Zoom and online platform Facebook Live. The purpose of this public hearing is 
to discuss and hear public comment on the MEDC/Nuttin’ Ordinary project currently underway. This 
project is funded through a federal Community Development Block Grant awarded to the Town of 
Peterborough. To participate in the public hearing via Facebook Live, please visit 
https://www.facebook.com/TownofPeterboroughNH/. To participate via Zoom meeting, please contact 
Peterborough Town Administration at (603) 924- 8000 ext. 101 or administration@peterboroughnh.gov to 
receive the Zoom call-in/log-in information. Interested persons are invited to attend and comment.  
 
Chair Ward recognized James Weatherly to address the grant project. 
 
James Weatherly, the CDBG grant administrator with Southwest Region Planning Commission, explained the 
requirement of the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program to hold a public hearing while 
the project is underway to allow the public the opportunity to comment and ask questions about the project. 
Regarding the MEDC/Nuttin’ Ordinary project, Peterborough was awarded $120,000 in August of 2019 in 
federal CDBG Economic Development funds. The majority of the funds were then subgranted to the 
Monadnock Economic Development Corporation, who used the funds to make a loan to Nuttin’ Ordinary, 
LLC for working capital and equipment purchases. Nuttin’ Ordinary, LLC is New England’s first cashew-
based cheese manufacturer, and offers a suite of cashew cheese products available online and in grocery 
stores throughout the region. As a result of the project, Nuttin’ Ordinary LLC would create 6 jobs, at least 5 
of which were to be filled by low-to-moderate income persons. At this time, Nuttin’ Ordinary has completed 
the job creation requirements for this project and have drawn down all available funds for economic 
development activities.  
 
Also present was Art Robert, president of the MEDC and a representative from Nuttin’ Ordinary to provide 
additional details on the project. 
 
Chair Ward recognized Art Robert and Adam Hamilton from Nuttin’ Ordinary to address the grant request. 
 
Mr. Hamilton explained the process that Nuttin’ Ordinary uses to makes its cashew-based cheese product. In 
2019, when they applied for the grant, they had just signed on Market Basket and Wegman’s, “so the funds 
were timely.” In March, they were unsure of how the difficult circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic 
were going to impact the business, but they are now fully staffed and have met the hiring obligations of the 
grant, and recently opened a new warehouse in the Chicago area.  
 
Mr. Robert said the grant is one of eleven they have done over the years, and Nuttin’ Ordinary’s success is 
“exemplary of the power of the CDBG program.” He said it’s not a “simple program” and there are a large 
number of stipulations and requirements, but Nuttin’ Ordinary has leveraged their resources to grow the 
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company. A small loan was provided in 2018 for working capital, and “we’re pleased we had the opportunity 
to do that.” He thanked the SWRPC, especially James Weatherly, for… 
 
Chair Ward opened the floor to public comments and questions about the CDBG project underway. 
 
Jessica Devine, a Job Developer for Monadnock Developmental Services, said she had been working with 
Nuttin’ Ordinary since the beginning of the year, when she approached them about an employment 
opportunity for an individual involved with Monadnock Developmental Services. She said they were very 
open to meeting with the individual and wound up offering her a part-time position. Ms. Devine said the staff 
is very supportive, and it has been a very positive and beneficial experience for the employee. She continued 
that she was “very grateful for Adam and everybody else who works for Nuttin’ Ordinary.” 
 
Seeing no other public input, Char Ward closed the public hearing. 
 
Public Hearing - Code Amendment to §195-29, Re: ‘No Parking’ Signs on East Mountain Road 
Mr. Bartlett said a call was received from Mr. Richard Pendleton from the Monadnock Conservancy 
regarding the amount of parking on East Mountain Road. The trails were heavily used during months with 
pleasant weather, and it was requested the on-street parking be better managed. A review of the site 
warranted ‘no parking signs’ on the west side of the road, across from the entrance to the Raymond Trail. 
There is a parking area just to the North of the Raymond Trail, and signage will be installed to direct people 
to that lot. Mr. Bartlett asked the Board to authorize the installation of the signs on the west side of the road, 
essentially 200 feet to the north and south of the trail entrance.  
 
Chair Ward asked for public input regarding the requested changes. There was none, so he asked for a 
motion.   
 
Motion: Mr. Juengst made a motion to amend §195-29 of the Town of Peterborough Code Book to include no 
parking on the addressed section of East Mountain Road.   
Vote: Chair Ward seconded. All in favor. Motion carried. 
 
Mr. Bartlett noted the signs won’t be installed until the spring.  
 
Appointment of Jesse Byam and Liam Sheehan as new Police Officers 
Chair Ward asked if Mr. Juengst or Mr. Taylor were involved in the interview process. Mr. Taylor said he was 
there for Mr. Sheehan’s interview: “He was an impressive guy.” 
 
Motion: Chair Ward made a motion to appoint Jesse Byam and Liam Sheehan as new Police Officers
Vote:  Mr. Taylor seconded. All in favor. Motion carried. 
 
Chair Ward said Andrew Manns gave Ms. Haring-Smith a “stellar recommendation.”  
 
Update on Electric Vehicle Charging Stations  
DPW Director Seth MacLean shared that he and Mr. Bartlett and met with the Peterborough Energy 
Committee last week to discuss the options for electric vehicle changing stations that were approved for 
installation in the Riverwalk Parking Lot. He said it was a “great meeting” and the Peterborough Energy 
Committee is a very enthusiastic group of people who have “really done their homework.”  
The Town is moving forward on this initiative, and he said he put in a call to the SWRPC, which provided 
some great resources. He continued that there is a meeting with Eversource and a walk-through scheduled for 
December 16, 2020. There is more investigative work to be done, and the Peterborough Energy Commission 
will be working with DPW on further progress. There is expected to be follow-up in January following 
conversations with other communities, and bid documentation will likely be released later in January.  
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Chair Ward asked about possible charging stations at the Library. Mr. MacLean confirmed that it is possible, 
and that following the work done in the Riverwalk Parking Lot, there might be cost savings that could be 
applied there as well.  
 
Mr. Bartlett inquired about the cost of electricity and how it would be paid for.  
Mr. MacLean said the Town considered the costs, but cannot provide that electricity free of charge, so the 
apparatus for charging for the electric is one of the issues being discussed.  
 
Review and Approval of the Minutes of November 17th, December 1st, and December 8th, 2020 
Motion: Chair Ward made a motion to approve the Minutes of November 17th, December 1st, and December 
8th, 2020 
Vote:  Mr. Juengst seconded. All in favor. Motion carried. 
 
Eco Village Resident Displacement 
Regarding the resident displacement at Walden Eco Village, Chair Ward said it was a “very dire situation” that 
“we are all concerned about.” He said the Board was informed about the situation at the end of last week, 
and “it really threw us, and we were beside ourselves with what we had to do.”  
 
Chief Walker explained that last Friday, the Town served notice to the Akhil Garland, the landlord of 15 
buildings that comprise the Walden Eco Village on Middle Hancock Road, that the buildings, which housed 
25 people, were not safe for habitation. Mr. Garland was informed that he needed to find alternative housing 
for the residents by Wednesday, December 16th. Since that time, a number of the residents have been 
contacted and have contacted the Town.   
Chief Walker said it should be made clear that the buildings are rental properties. Akhil Garland has leases for 
all the buildings, with rents ranging from $495-$1,400 a month (according to newspaper articles) – the smaller 
amount for the smaller one-room buildings known as ‘casitas’ and larger amounts for the cabins. Any 
landlord who leases property in New Hampshire has a responsibility to meet the minimum housing standard.  
 
Last July, Mr. Garland approached the Planning Board about subdivision of the lots, and a site visit was 
planned. Town staff went out to the property in mid-November in preparation, and found significant 
discrepancies between what was on the property and what was seen in plans previously submitted to the 
town. Arrangements were made with Mr. Garland to view the buildings in detail on December 1st, but then 
had to be rescheduled for Thursday, December 10th, as the tenants had not been provided with adequate 
notice from the landlord that Fire and Code Enforcement officials needed to see the interior of the buildings. 
On December 10th, 14 of the 15 buildings were reviewed and it was found that there were several significant 
issues, including liquid propane installations and electrical services had never received permitting and had 
never been properly inspected. There were issues with the way piping was run and suspended, and make-up 
air. The seven cabins that had been permitted back in 2006/2007 were originally set up with small solar or 
battery packs to provide lighting for emergency egress purposes for people staying there in a transient 
capacity. Since then, all the cabins had received an attempt at supplying them with more permanent power, 
with a series of extension cords running from the boiler house and from building to building, over the 
ground. 
 
Multiple photos were displayed, showing various electrical connections.  
 
Chief Walker continued that each cabin was set up with a single 10-amp breaker. A typical home usually has 
about 200 amps of service, with a single bedroom requiring 15-amp circuit. Some of the cabins serviced by 
the 10-amp services had 2-3 bedrooms.  
Extension cords were daisy chained together, run next to the buildings, over and under rocks, under snow.  
 
Regarding one of the photos displayed, Chair Ward asked if that was a gas line entwined with the extension 
cord. Chief Walker confirmed that it was a gas line.  
 
Smaller buildings were each serviced by a single outlet that was fed into the building via extension cords. 
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The next series of displayed photos focused on propane tanks and gas connections.   
 
Included was a photo of an unprotected line running directly from the outdoor propane tank to the building 
in mid-air, and the line was not stabilized, supported, or attached in any way to the building.  
 
Another photo featured an outdoor propane tank on the ground, situated against a building, with garden-level 
(below ground level) windows situated directly on either side of the tank. Chief Walker explained that 
propane is heavier than air, so there’s a minimum distance tanks need to be from any opening in a building so 
that in the event of a leak, the propane gas would not come into the building. Another photo of a similar set-
up, with a window and vent situated below a fuel tank, was displayed.  
 
Chief Walker said that when cabins were constructed, there was no gas permitted and only limited power, 
with the understanding that they were not to serve as permanent residences. At some point, a full gas range 
was installed. 
 
Another photo featured a camp stove, designated for outdoor use only, set-up indoors.  
 
The following photo featured a piece of molding with a gas line (not visible) running behind it, with a piece 
of masking tape indicating the presence of the line. Chief Walker said, were that tape to be removed by a 
tenant and a new tenant were to move in, they could inadvertently and unknowingly puncture the gas line, if 
they penetrated the molding to hang a picture or a hook, etc.  
 
The inspection made it clear that the health codes for minimum housing standards had not been followed.   
The casitas had no running water and inadequate insulation, and there was potential for leaks with the way 
the gas was installed. As so much never permitted, the Fire and Building Officials were unable to determine 
how much was set up safely. The total number of issues posed a unique danger to the residents.  
Initial notice to the residents was on provided on Friday, giving them until Wednesday to vacate. The move-
out day was a calculated decision made by Fire and Building Officials. Though dangerous, as nothing had 
happened as of yet, the five-day notice was given in the hopes of providing the landlord time to find 
alternative housing or to make a portion of the housing habitable for the people there. Town officials met 
with Mr. Garland about what could be done temporarily. One of the proposals was to provide minimum 
amount of proper electric power to the cabins. Mr. Garland hired an electrician in the hopes of doing that, 
but there is not even adequate power on the site to provide the minimum needed level of electricity. The 
cabins are heated through the boiler house, which also provided some electricity, and the electrician 
determined the boiler house could not provide adequate power.  
Chief Walker continued that the boiler house will be allowed to stay on to allow the buildings to remain 
heated, so tenants can keep their belongings in the buildings during the process of relocating.  
 
Chief Walker said that he, Nicole MacStay, and Code Enforcement Officer Tim Herlihy were onsite at the 
Eco Village that afternoon to meet with residents, about half of whom were there. Mr. Garland was present 
as well. They provided residents with a timeline and information about minimum housing standards and state 
laws. The plan is to return tomorrow (12/16) to ensure housing has been found for all residents. A few 
residents indicated they do not currently have a plan for housing, and a homeless outreach coordinator is 
working on finding options for them.  
 
Chair Ward said the conditions of some of the connections were “shocking” and caused a great deal of 
concern for the people living there. He continued that the Town has heard a lot of input and concern from a 
lot of people and with the pandemic and holiday season, “people are on edge.”  He said these residents being 
homeless is “our worst nightmare.”  
 
Chair Ward asked Chief Walker to confirm that these were state housing standards that were violated. 
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Chief Ward confirmed, and explained state building and fire code have specific requirements about 
installation - the issues that were cause for imminent danger were dangerous according to state code and 
regulation.  
 
Chair Ward said that though the Town was made aware of the development of the original structures (when 
they were permitted), the causes for concern gradually appeared afterwards, and were not known to the Town 
because no permits were applied for.  
Chief Walker said that it was known that people were living on the property, but until the Town had an 
opportunity for a site visit, the scope of what was happening and how much it varied from what was granted 
back in May of 2010 was not known.  
 
Chair Ward asked what efforts had been made by both the Town and the landlord to find alternative housing.  
Chief Walker said that as the landlord is responsible for were defects and deficiencies in the housing, finding 
alternative housing is his responsibility. In a meeting with Mr. Garland, Mr. Garland said finding housing for 
those residents was one of his top priorities, but there were tenants that didn’t want his help. The Town has 
stepped in to try to assist those people who did not want to receive assistance from their landlord for 
whatever reasons.  
Ms. MacStay added that a homeless outreach coordinator will be available tomorrow to assist those people. 
Homeless Outreach will also be able to help people with transportation costs and financial assistance with 
securing new housing if needed.  
 
Chair Ward said “things are changing by the moment” but there is a timeline of events on the Town’s 
website, and he urged people to read about the details and try understand the depth of dangers that were 
found. He said “this is not something that was taken lightly…” and he did not want his “friends or 
community members dying in a fire.” He implored those who are able to help to do so, and said he would 
offer his pick-up truck to those who needed help moving. 
 
Mr. Taylor said this is “obviously a horrifying situation” for the residents, but acknowledged the steps taken 
by Code and Health Officers may very likely have saved people’s lives. “As awful as this is, it would be a 
whole lot worse if we were reading obituaries. Nobody wanted this…the number one concern was for the 
safety of these people.”  
 
Chair Ward asked what would have triggered a review of the property sooner.  
Chief Walker said initial inspections were done between 2005 and 2007, when the construction of the cabins 
was permitted, and there is no regular cycle for re-inspections, which are instead triggered by permit 
applications, or complaints from tenants to the Health Officer about their housing. There is not a mechanism 
in place to do arbitrary inspection of private property. He confirmed that no permits were pulled for the 
changes to the cabins or for the construction of any of the ‘casita’ buildings.  
Ms. MacStay said the Town did not know about the casitas until November, when Mr. Garland provided new 
plans that indicated there were additional buildings – “We had no idea that those were up there.”  
 
Mr. Juengst said it was troubling and “heart-wrenching” and that he had read every email he received. He said 
the Town has a legal obligation to act, now that the situation is known. He said he knows everybody involved 
has made every attempt to help the people affected. “It’s not something any of us ever thought we would 
have to do.”  
 
Chair Ward invited people to reach out to Ms. MacStay with questions and concerns.  
 
Mr. Juengst thanked Chief Walker for the update.  Ms. MacStay said the next meeting was scheduled for 
January 5th.  
 
Motion: Mr. Taylor made a motion to adjourn the meeting at 6:06 PM 
Vote:  Chair Ward seconded. All in favor. Motion carried. 
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Respectfully Submitted, 
Alison Kreutz, Administrative Assistant 
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603-924-8000 
 

Garland Family Reality Trust and Walden Eco Village 
Timeline  

Based on a review of the files in the possession of the Town of Peterborough, including the 
Building Inspector’s office and the Fire Inspector’s office, the town has been aware of the 
cabins and central heating system since they were constructed in and around 2005 to 2007 and 
given certificates of occupancy as transient housing for the staff of the neighboring Well School 
without permanent electricity or LP gas installations in 2008. In 2010 a ZBA variance allowed 
the accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot owned by the Garland Family Reality Trust, 
Akhil Garland, Trustee.  The approval was subject to conditions that included requirements that 
the cabins remain accessory to the school, and that any new structures were required to 
receive zoning board approval. Since that time there has been some knowledge of the more 
permanent use of them as residences however, as originally constructed and inspected they 
were safe for occupancy.   

 

In preparation for the Planning Board meeting scheduled for December 14, 2020 town staff 
visited the site to be better informed about the application and site. At the time of that visit, 
which did not involve entry into any of the building, staff noted that in addition to the original, 
permitted seven cabins, fifteen additional structures, including the seven casitas had been 
constructed and electrical wiring, and LP gas had been installed on the site. This discovery led to 
the Town requesting a formal site visit, including entry into the structures, from Mr. Garland. 
The initial inspection, on December 1, 2020, was held but at that time Mr. Garland had not 
notified the residents of the need to enter the units. The inspection was subsequently 
rescheduled for December 10, 2020 at which time the town was able to confirm the use of the 
structures as well as the presence of electrical and gas services to the structures. 

 

Once the town was aware of the condition of the rental units, and the safety issues they pose 
to the residents, the process to condemn the units for rental was started.  As the responsible 
party, Mr. Garland was notified and served with a letter from Code Officer Tim Herlihy dated 
December 11, 2020 which outlined the violations that were observed during the December 10 
site visit.  This letter also stated that the significant code violations placed the structures and 



their occupants at immediate risk, and that they can not be occupied until such time as permits 
for the electrical and LP gas installations can be produced and inspections can be conducted.   

 

The Town understands that the occupants of these cabins and casitas have in good faith 
entered into lease agreements with Mr. Garland.  As such, Mr. Garland is responsible for 
providing the tenants with alternative housing until these structures are properly permitted.  
Town officials met with Mr. Garland on December 14, 2020, and have begun discussing the 
process for bringing the cabins up to the minimum housing standard.     

 

Cabins 

Originally inspected and approved by the town for transient occupancy of Well School staff. At 
the time of inspection and approval in 2008 they did not have electrical or gas service. At some 
point in time both electric and gas have been added to those cabins. The town has no record of 
permit applications or inspections/approvals for either of these utilities. 

 

Casitas 

None of these structures have been permitted by the town. In a July 2020 article in the 
Monadnock Ledger Transcript, Mr. Garland is quoted as saying they were too small to need 
permits or inspection. However, the building code requires that all residential structures 
intended to be used as dwellings be permitted, inspected, and approved. Aside from the 
unpermitted electric and gas utilities in those structures, they do not meet the State of New 
Hampshire minimum housing standard for rental housing as set forth in RSA 48-A:14 
specifically: 

• conditions that create the danger of electric shock 
• floors, walls, or ceiling contain substantial holes that seriously reduce their function or 

render them dangerous to the inhabitants 
• inadequate supply of water, or whatever equipment that is available to heat water is 

not properly operating 
• leaks in any gas lines or leaks or defective pilot lights in any appliances furnished by the 

landlord 
• lack heating facilities that are properly installed, safely maintained and in good working 

condition 
 

Potentially the cabins could be brought up to the point where they can be inspected and 
approved, from a building and life safety perspective, as adequate rental housing. The casitas 



will never be able to meet the minimum standard and can never be occupied as residential 
rental units in the State of New Hampshire. 

General Timeline Based off records of Site Plans & Building Permits:  

• 1986 – School building adds addition; includes library 
• 1995 – Addition of arts building attached to the school; received state septic approval; ZBA 

approval for their parking 
• 2002 – Subdivision and boundary line adjustment among 3 lots 
• 2006 – Proposed septic for first 3 cabins (Phase 1) 
• 2007 – MSPR approval for 4 cabins (Phase 2)  

o Plans do not show true locations of wetlands; not stamped by wetland scientist 
o Application requests “construction of staff housing” 
o Minutes reflect that cabins are all to be “off the grid” and generate their own electric 
o Proposed septic is shared 
o Proposal of shared central boiler to “provide radiant heat” 
o Approval notes that structures should not have kitchens, but do have bathrooms 

 Noted in approval that expansions, such as a kitchen, require approval of a 
dwelling 

o State septic approval received and approved for corresponding structures 
• Sept. 2007 – Septic design and approval for system to feed the seven structures   

o Further clarifies specifically for 3 two-bedrooms and 4 studios for a total of 1800 GDP 
• May 2010 – ZBA Variance approval to allow accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot as the 

primary use 
o Approval provided with conditions that (including but not limited to): 

 Cabins must remain as accessory to school 
 Requirement of access easement for roadways 
 Any new structures will require zoning board approval  

• May 2010 – Subdivision approval to create lot which, with the Variance, will allow the housing 
units to exist as the primary use of the property  

Key notes to timeline:  

• 2006 – Septic was drawn up by Sharon Monahan who indicated that there were significant 
wetlands on site  

• 2007 – Phase 2 structures were originally named “Stroppano Cottage,” “Wilson Cottage,” Guest 
Cottage,” and “Proposed Boiler House.” No information about the original names of the Phase 1 
structures.  

Structures with Permits:  

1) Wilson Cottage (current name) 
a. Also referenced in places as “Amluma” 
b. 24’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicates no cooking and no bathing facilities; no electric 

2) Farmers Cottage (current name) 



a. Also referenced as “Rain”  
b. 16’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicated no bathing and no electric  

3) Kerri Kerri Cottage (current name) 
a. 2008 BP indicates no bathing or kitchen; no electric 
b. Plans for cottage show a bathroom 

4) Garland Cottage 
a. Also referenced as the “AK Cabin” 
b. 20’ x 24’ 
c. First structure to be proposed and built with a foundation  

5) Village Kitchen (current name) 
a. Site plans show structure as 16’ x 24’ but building plans are 17’ x 25’ 

6) Mountain View (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Fitz” 
b. 20’ x 24’  
c. BP issued 2009 but indicated no bathing and no kitchen facilities; no electric 

7) Blueberry (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Jenhouse”  
b. All plans reference proposed size as 18’ x 24’ but structure is significantly smaller  

8) Boiler House (current name) 
a. BP issued for wood fired boiler shed 
b. Located in upper portion of lot near kiln and maintenance – not a part of the main 

cluster of houses 
9) The Barn (current name) 

a. Pole barn erected in 2006 
b. To be used for storage and animals 

10) Woodshed (current name) 
a. Shown on 2020 PB Site Plans as being tied into septic  
b. BP and CO issued  

Un-permitted Structures:  

1) Austin Place 
2) Mini Mocha 
3) Nicholsworth 
4) Acorn 
5) Green Bean 
6) Love Shack 
7) Red Rooster 
8) Hickory Hall 
9) White House 
10) Greenhouse  
11) Pumphouse 
12) Unnamed structure/shed between proposed lots 24 & 23 
13) Unnamed on proposed lot 25  



14) “Shed” at far southeast corner/curve of property  
15) “Shed” on proposed lot 26 

 







































From: Nicole MacStay
To: eva.alar@ruutopold.com; Tim Herlihy; SelectBoard; ivy.vann@leg.state.nh.com; prleishman@aol.com
Subject: RE: In support of our neighbors
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 11:18:15 AM

Hello Eva,
 
Please review the documents, photographs and video on our website; these may not answer all your
questions or concerns, but they may help you to understand our position:
 
https://www.townofpeterborough.com/index.asp?SEC=5AD98634-D0A6-4C89-9652-
EA52A4337E9B&DE=0A1707CA-F86C-42C8-8317-A1FBE9AFB171&Type=B_BASIC
 
Yours,
-Nicole
 
Nicole MacStay
Deputy Town Administrator
Peterborough, New Hampshire
p: (603) 924-8000 x. 101
f: (603) 925-0908
w: www.townofpeterborough.com
 

From: eva.alar@ruutopold.com <eva.alar@ruutopold.com> 
Sent: Monday, December 14, 2020 6:16 PM
To: Nicole MacStay <nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov>; Tim Herlihy
<therlihy@peterboroughnh.gov>; SelectBoard <selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov>;
ivy.vann@leg.state.nh.com; prleishman@aol.com
Subject: In support of our neighbors
 
To our Honorable Town and State representatives:
From August 2018 through May 2019, we had the pleasure of living in one of the small
homes in the Walden Eco Village on the outskirts of Peterborough.
 
We still tell friends about the positive experiences we had there as residents of the Village.
The structures are sturdy; the grounds are neat and well maintained; and the neighbors are
a mix of remarkable people--all looking for the same qualities of life that the Village offers.
We found it was a safe place to relax after a stressful work day.
 
It was greatly distressing to learn about the Cease and Desist order that has been issued to
those neighbors.
During these unprecedented times and with it nearing the holiday season, it is and lacking
in empathy to turn these people out of their homes with less than a week's notice. We
implore you to modify these decisions and find a more civilized solution or time frame that
would take into consideration BOTH the residents and the Town.
 
When it came time for us to move on, there was a long list of people eager to move into the
small/tiny home. This waiting list proves what we read in the paper: A severe lack of
affordable housing--or even any housing in Peterborough--for families as well as single
people. The concept of the tiny-house community is one that should be seriously considered

mailto:nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov
mailto:eva.alar@ruutopold.com
mailto:therlihy@peterboroughnh.gov
mailto:selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov
mailto:ivy.vann@leg.state.nh.com
mailto:prleishman@aol.com
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https://www.townofpeterborough.com/index.asp?SEC=5AD98634-D0A6-4C89-9652-EA52A4337E9B&DE=0A1707CA-F86C-42C8-8317-A1FBE9AFB171&Type=B_BASIC
http://www.townofpeterborough.com/


in long-term planning.
 
Respectfully,
Eva and Alar Ruutopõld
Peterborough, NH
____________________ Confidentiality notice: This email transmission may contain
confidential or legally privileged information that is intended only for the individual or entity
named in the e-mail address. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any disclosure, copying, distribution, or reliance upon the contents of this e-mail is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this e-mail transmission in error, please reply to the sender, so
that arrangements can be made for proper delivery, and then please delete the message from
your inbox. ___________________



From: Nicole MacStay
To: SelectBoard
Subject: Fwd: Thank you for your work keeping renters safe and housed, and happy holiday season
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 10:55:52 AM

Please see below. 
-Nicole
 

From: Emily Drury <emily.b.drury@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 15, 2020 7:23:55 PM
To: Nicole MacStay <nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov>
Subject: Thank you for your work keeping renters safe and housed, and happy holiday season
 
Dear Peterborough Select Board, 
 
A quick note in the fray of the current conversation expressing appreciation to the Town for keeping
renters safe through enforcing building codes, after dangerous code violations were observed. 
 
I am sorry that town officials and renters were put in such a horrible position by the landlord, and
appreciate everything that you all are doing on behalf of the tenants.  I am also sorry that there is so
much negative response directed at the town and town officials from citizens who don't have all the
facts or don't fully understand timeline/particulars of the situation. 
 
Wishing you and your colleagues a peaceful, safe and healthy holiday season. 
 
Emily Drury
 
____________________ Confidentiality notice: This email transmission may contain
confidential or legally privileged information that is intended only for the individual or entity
named in the e-mail address. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any disclosure, copying, distribution, or reliance upon the contents of this e-mail is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this e-mail transmission in error, please reply to the sender, so
that arrangements can be made for proper delivery, and then please delete the message from
your inbox. ___________________
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From: Nicole MacStay
To: Michelle Hare; SelectBoard; Rodney Bartlett; Tim Herlihy
Subject: RE: Eco Village/Garland Way
Date: Tuesday, December 15, 2020 2:55:27 PM
Attachments: Garland Family Realty Trust_20201211 - signed TJH.pdf

Press Release - Garland Family Realty Trust and Walden Eco Village.pdf

Hello Michelle,
 
The attached documents may not answer all your questions and concerns, but they may help you to
understand the town’s position. 
 
Yours,
-Nicole
 

From: Michelle Hare <hare.michelle15@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 15, 2020 11:46 AM
To: SelectBoard <selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov>; Rodney Bartlett
<RBartlett@PeterboroughNH.gov>; Nicole MacStay <nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov>; Tim Herlihy
<therlihy@peterboroughnh.gov>
Subject: Eco Village/Garland Way
 
Town of Peterborough,

I am very saddened and disappointed to learn of the planned eviction of Eco Village residents.  I am a
health-care administrator who has vacationed in the ECO Village every August for 12 years.  I was
also a resident of the village from August to November 2019…staying in one of the Casitas.  I was in a
job transition and wanted the experience of living in a tiny house while I performed my job search.  It
was the most enjoyable time!  The community environment of the residents is unparalleled of any
place I’ve lived in 57 years. The concept of individual living quarters along with shared/communal
facilities is a forward-thinking concept; truly fostering the culture of “community”; shared meals, live
collaborative music jams, periodic celebrations on the lawn, daily conversation with residents, etc. 
NEVER at any time, did I feel unsafe or feel as if the environment was risky (I work in a highly
regulated industry particularly around safety). It is a simpler way of living that I welcomed in a
chaotic time of my life.  I loved the concept so much; I have been using it in the development of a
future wellness center. 

I understand permits and the need for updated codes, but this village has proven to be a safe
environment for the last 12 years.  Please allow a grace period for these items to be addressed so
these upstanding residents of the Peterborough community are not “put out on the street” in such a
turbulent time.  Doing so would put their jobs, health and security in jeopardy.

Please let me know if you have any questions or need additional information.

Regards,

-- 
Michelle Hare
813-777-8211
 
____________________ Confidentiality notice: This email transmission may contain
confidential or legally privileged information that is intended only for the individual or entity
named in the e-mail address. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any disclosure, copying, distribution, or reliance upon the contents of this e-mail is strictly
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Garland Family Reality Trust and Walden Eco Village 
Timeline  


Based on a review of the files in the possession of the Town of Peterborough, including the 
Building Inspector’s office and the Fire Inspector’s office, the town has been aware of the 
cabins and central heating system since they were constructed in and around 2005 to 2007 and 
given certificates of occupancy as transient housing for the staff of the neighboring Well School 
without permanent electricity or LP gas installations in 2008. In 2010 a ZBA variance allowed 
the accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot owned by the Garland Family Reality Trust, 
Akhil Garland, Trustee.  The approval was subject to conditions that included requirements that 
the cabins remain accessory to the school, and that any new structures were required to 
receive zoning board approval. Since that time there has been some knowledge of the more 
permanent use of them as residences however, as originally constructed and inspected they 
were safe for occupancy.   


 


In preparation for the Planning Board meeting scheduled for December 14, 2020 town staff 
visited the site to be better informed about the application and site. At the time of that visit, 
which did not involve entry into any of the building, staff noted that in addition to the original, 
permitted seven cabins, fifteen additional structures, including the seven casitas had been 
constructed and electrical wiring, and LP gas had been installed on the site. This discovery led to 
the Town requesting a formal site visit, including entry into the structures, from Mr. Garland. 
The initial inspection, on December 1, 2020, was held but at that time Mr. Garland had not 
notified the residents of the need to enter the units. The inspection was subsequently 
rescheduled for December 10, 2020 at which time the town was able to confirm the use of the 
structures as well as the presence of electrical and gas services to the structures. 


 


Once the town was aware of the condition of the rental units, and the safety issues they pose 
to the residents, the process to condemn the units for rental was started.  As the responsible 
party, Mr. Garland was notified and served with a letter from Code Officer Tim Herlihy dated 
December 11, 2020 which outlined the violations that were observed during the December 10 
site visit.  This letter also stated that the significant code violations placed the structures and 







their occupants at immediate risk, and that they can not be occupied until such time as permits 
for the electrical and LP gas installations can be produced and inspections can be conducted.   


 


The Town understands that the occupants of these cabins and casitas have in good faith 
entered into lease agreements with Mr. Garland.  As such, Mr. Garland is responsible for 
providing the tenants with alternative housing until these structures are properly permitted.  
Town officials met with Mr. Garland on December 14, 2020, and have begun discussing the 
process for bringing the cabins up to the minimum housing standard.     


 


Cabins 


Originally inspected and approved by the town for transient occupancy of Well School staff. At 
the time of inspection and approval in 2008 they did not have electrical or gas service. At some 
point in time both electric and gas have been added to those cabins. The town has no record of 
permit applications or inspections/approvals for either of these utilities. 


 


Casitas 


None of these structures have been permitted by the town. In a July 2020 article in the 
Monadnock Ledger Transcript, Mr. Garland is quoted as saying they were too small to need 
permits or inspection. However, the building code requires that all residential structures 
intended to be used as dwellings be permitted, inspected, and approved. Aside from the 
unpermitted electric and gas utilities in those structures, they do not meet the State of New 
Hampshire minimum housing standard for rental housing as set forth in RSA 48-A:14 
specifically: 


• conditions that create the danger of electric shock 
• floors, walls, or ceiling contain substantial holes that seriously reduce their function or 


render them dangerous to the inhabitants 
• inadequate supply of water, or whatever equipment that is available to heat water is 


not properly operating 
• leaks in any gas lines or leaks or defective pilot lights in any appliances furnished by the 


landlord 
• lack heating facilities that are properly installed, safely maintained and in good working 


condition 
 


Potentially the cabins could be brought up to the point where they can be inspected and 
approved, from a building and life safety perspective, as adequate rental housing. The casitas 







will never be able to meet the minimum standard and can never be occupied as residential 
rental units in the State of New Hampshire. 


General Timeline Based off records of Site Plans & Building Permits:  


• 1986 – School building adds addition; includes library 
• 1995 – Addition of arts building attached to the school; received state septic approval; ZBA 


approval for their parking 
• 2002 – Subdivision and boundary line adjustment among 3 lots 
• 2006 – Proposed septic for first 3 cabins (Phase 1) 
• 2007 – MSPR approval for 4 cabins (Phase 2)  


o Plans do not show true locations of wetlands; not stamped by wetland scientist 
o Application requests “construction of staff housing” 
o Minutes reflect that cabins are all to be “off the grid” and generate their own electric 
o Proposed septic is shared 
o Proposal of shared central boiler to “provide radiant heat” 
o Approval notes that structures should not have kitchens, but do have bathrooms 


 Noted in approval that expansions, such as a kitchen, require approval of a 
dwelling 


o State septic approval received and approved for corresponding structures 
• Sept. 2007 – Septic design and approval for system to feed the seven structures   


o Further clarifies specifically for 3 two-bedrooms and 4 studios for a total of 1800 GDP 
• May 2010 – ZBA Variance approval to allow accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot as the 


primary use 
o Approval provided with conditions that (including but not limited to): 


 Cabins must remain as accessory to school 
 Requirement of access easement for roadways 
 Any new structures will require zoning board approval  


• May 2010 – Subdivision approval to create lot which, with the Variance, will allow the housing 
units to exist as the primary use of the property  


Key notes to timeline:  


• 2006 – Septic was drawn up by Sharon Monahan who indicated that there were significant 
wetlands on site  


• 2007 – Phase 2 structures were originally named “Stroppano Cottage,” “Wilson Cottage,” Guest 
Cottage,” and “Proposed Boiler House.” No information about the original names of the Phase 1 
structures.  


Structures with Permits:  


1) Wilson Cottage (current name) 
a. Also referenced in places as “Amluma” 
b. 24’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicates no cooking and no bathing facilities; no electric 


2) Farmers Cottage (current name) 







a. Also referenced as “Rain”  
b. 16’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicated no bathing and no electric  


3) Kerri Kerri Cottage (current name) 
a. 2008 BP indicates no bathing or kitchen; no electric 
b. Plans for cottage show a bathroom 


4) Garland Cottage 
a. Also referenced as the “AK Cabin” 
b. 20’ x 24’ 
c. First structure to be proposed and built with a foundation  


5) Village Kitchen (current name) 
a. Site plans show structure as 16’ x 24’ but building plans are 17’ x 25’ 


6) Mountain View (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Fitz” 
b. 20’ x 24’  
c. BP issued 2009 but indicated no bathing and no kitchen facilities; no electric 


7) Blueberry (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Jenhouse”  
b. All plans reference proposed size as 18’ x 24’ but structure is significantly smaller  


8) Boiler House (current name) 
a. BP issued for wood fired boiler shed 
b. Located in upper portion of lot near kiln and maintenance – not a part of the main 


cluster of houses 
9) The Barn (current name) 


a. Pole barn erected in 2006 
b. To be used for storage and animals 


10) Woodshed (current name) 
a. Shown on 2020 PB Site Plans as being tied into septic  
b. BP and CO issued  


Un-permitted Structures:  


1) Austin Place 
2) Mini Mocha 
3) Nicholsworth 
4) Acorn 
5) Green Bean 
6) Love Shack 
7) Red Rooster 
8) Hickory Hall 
9) White House 
10) Greenhouse  
11) Pumphouse 
12) Unnamed structure/shed between proposed lots 24 & 23 
13) Unnamed on proposed lot 25  







14) “Shed” at far southeast corner/curve of property  
15) “Shed” on proposed lot 26 


 







From: Jay Garrett Larsen
To: Nicole MacStay
Subject: Re: Homelessness
Date: Tuesday, December 15, 2020 2:51:24 PM

Already read them. Just please pass my email along to the selectboard.

Jay Garrett-Larsen
Family Promise of Ontario County
185 N Main St
Canandaigua, NY 14424
585 953-1108

On Tue, Dec 15, 2020, 2:25 PM Nicole MacStay <nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov> wrote:

Hello Jay,

The attached documents may not answer all your questions and concerns, but they may help
you to understand the town’s position. 

Yours,

-Nicole

 

From: Jay Garrett Larsen <fpoccasework@fpocny.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 15, 2020 1:07 PM
To: SelectBoard <selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov>
Subject: Homelessness

 

Dear Selectboard,

 

Since leaving the Monadnock Region in 2019, I have been working with homeless families
in the Finger Lakes region of New York. This winter, our applications for assistance have
already increased threefold, and we expect to be overwhelmed when the CDC eviction
moratorium ends. Our country will be facing a homelessness crisis of unprecedented scale.
Please work out your issues with Akhil Garland without forcing another 20+ housed adults
and children into homelessness at the beginning of a pandemic winter. A lengthy extension
would be appropriate.  You can justify your actions in the name of safety, but evicting these
people makes nobody safer.

 

Respectfully,

mailto:fpoccasework@fpocny.org
mailto:nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov
mailto:nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov
mailto:fpoccasework@fpocny.org
mailto:selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov


Jay Garrett-Larsen, Case Manager

Family Promise of Ontario County

185 N Main St, Canandaigua NY 14424

c. (585) 953-1108

o. (585) 905-3988

familypromiseontariocounty.org

Family Promise of Ontario County Inc. is a 501c3 Federal tax-exempt charity. 
Donations are tax deductible as allowed by law.  EIN:  81-4353748

 

____________________ Confidentiality notice: This email transmission may contain
confidential or legally privileged information that is intended only for the individual or
entity named in the e-mail address. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or reliance upon the contents of this e-
mail is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail transmission in error, please reply
to the sender, so that arrangements can be made for proper delivery, and then please delete
the message from your inbox. ___________________

http://familypromiseontariocounty.org/


From: Tara Greenblatt
To: Nicole MacStay
Subject: Re: Well School Village unlawful removeable of renters
Date: Tuesday, December 15, 2020 11:44:35 AM

Thank you Nicole.  I just don't understand why the inspectors are turning off electricity and
heat now all of a sudden without even a punch list provided to Landlord of what he has to fix
along with an extension given to the tenants under the circumstances of time of year a, a
Pandemic, and no housing opportunities availble as alternatives.  

On Mon, Dec 14, 2020 at 4:49 PM Nicole MacStay <nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov> wrote:

Hello Tara,

 

The attached documents may not address all of your questions or concerns, but they may
help you to understand the Town’s position.

 

Yours,

-Nicole

 

From: Tara Greenblatt <drumtara1@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, December 14, 2020 12:22 PM
To: Nicole MacStay <nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov>
Subject: Well School Village unlawful removeable of renters

 

To:Tyler Ward, Chair, Bill Taylor, Ed Juengst

Call to Action: The Well School Village Tenants CAN NOT be forced out of their
homes.  This is an unconscionable act seemingly asserted by the town inspector or
their Landlord.  It  is the Landlord who needs to be accountable for negligence
regarding items not to code deeming it unsafe to live there.  As a Resident of
Peterborough,  I urge you to take action to stop the forcible removal of the Tenants
residing at the Well School Village.   Displacement of these renters is NOT the
action needed to resolve issues caused by a Landlord's failure to act.  It
is the Landlord who is responsible not the renters of his properties.  Displacement
/ forcible removal of the many families currently renting their homes and casitas up
at the Well School Village is unconscionable, the short notice of 4 days to vacate
these properties is illegal.  The Residents of this town expect you to do something
to stop this.  

 

mailto:drumtara1@gmail.com
mailto:nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov
mailto:nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov
mailto:drumtara1@gmail.com
mailto:nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov


Thank you -Tara Greenblatt, 10A Altemont St. Peterborough, NH.  (603)732-7798 

____________________ Confidentiality notice: This email transmission may contain
confidential or legally privileged information that is intended only for the individual or
entity named in the e-mail address. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or reliance upon the contents of this e-
mail is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail transmission in error, please reply
to the sender, so that arrangements can be made for proper delivery, and then please delete
the message from your inbox. ___________________



From: Nicole MacStay
To: Linda Scerbinski; herlihy@peterboroughnh.gov; Rodney Bartlett; SelectBoard
Subject: RE: Solve The Village crisis temporarily
Date: Tuesday, December 15, 2020 11:41:51 AM
Attachments: Garland Family Realty Trust_20201211 - signed TJH.pdf

Press Release - Garland Family Realty Trust and Walden Eco Village.pdf

Hello Linda,
 
The attached documents may not address all of your questions or concerns, but they may help you
to understand the Town’s position.
 
Yours,
-Nicole
 

From: Linda Scerbinski <lmsbeach@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 15, 2020 11:38 AM
To: Nicole MacStay <nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov>; herlihy@peterboroughnh.gov; Rodney
Bartlett <RBartlett@PeterboroughNH.gov>; SelectBoard <selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov>
Subject: Solve The Village crisis temporarily
 
Hello All,
It is rare for me to contact you. I know very little about what is going on
with this issue, but it is amazing to me that you all can not come up with a
temporary solution, so that all do not have to move out of their homes a
week before the Holidays, during the winter and a Pandemic!!
I assume the Town is concerned about a lawsuit (as money is usually the
basis of such decisions). Why not have those who can't move or don't
want to move because it is so stressful a time, sign a legal waiver they will
not sue the town if there is an emergency at their home or on their land.
The town will still respond  but not be held liable. Have Garland, the
Landlord, sign the same waiver with an addition that he will pay for all
expenses related the town responding until his land meets all codes. This
can be a time limited agreement, so residents have a fair warning to
prepare and the landlord can make a good faith effort to repair code
violations.
I hope you can reach a caring solution for the residents.
Linda Scerbinski
____________________ Confidentiality notice: This email transmission may contain
confidential or legally privileged information that is intended only for the individual or entity
named in the e-mail address. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any disclosure, copying, distribution, or reliance upon the contents of this e-mail is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this e-mail transmission in error, please reply to the sender, so
that arrangements can be made for proper delivery, and then please delete the message from
your inbox. ___________________

mailto:nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov
mailto:lmsbeach@yahoo.com
mailto:herlihy@peterboroughnh.gov
mailto:RBartlett@PeterboroughNH.gov
mailto:selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov












Press Release 
For Immediate Release 
December 14, 2020 
Contact:  Nicole MacStay, Deputy Town Administrator 
603-924-8000 
 


Garland Family Reality Trust and Walden Eco Village 
Timeline  


Based on a review of the files in the possession of the Town of Peterborough, including the 
Building Inspector’s office and the Fire Inspector’s office, the town has been aware of the 
cabins and central heating system since they were constructed in and around 2005 to 2007 and 
given certificates of occupancy as transient housing for the staff of the neighboring Well School 
without permanent electricity or LP gas installations in 2008. In 2010 a ZBA variance allowed 
the accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot owned by the Garland Family Reality Trust, 
Akhil Garland, Trustee.  The approval was subject to conditions that included requirements that 
the cabins remain accessory to the school, and that any new structures were required to 
receive zoning board approval. Since that time there has been some knowledge of the more 
permanent use of them as residences however, as originally constructed and inspected they 
were safe for occupancy.   


 


In preparation for the Planning Board meeting scheduled for December 14, 2020 town staff 
visited the site to be better informed about the application and site. At the time of that visit, 
which did not involve entry into any of the building, staff noted that in addition to the original, 
permitted seven cabins, fifteen additional structures, including the seven casitas had been 
constructed and electrical wiring, and LP gas had been installed on the site. This discovery led to 
the Town requesting a formal site visit, including entry into the structures, from Mr. Garland. 
The initial inspection, on December 1, 2020, was held but at that time Mr. Garland had not 
notified the residents of the need to enter the units. The inspection was subsequently 
rescheduled for December 10, 2020 at which time the town was able to confirm the use of the 
structures as well as the presence of electrical and gas services to the structures. 


 


Once the town was aware of the condition of the rental units, and the safety issues they pose 
to the residents, the process to condemn the units for rental was started.  As the responsible 
party, Mr. Garland was notified and served with a letter from Code Officer Tim Herlihy dated 
December 11, 2020 which outlined the violations that were observed during the December 10 
site visit.  This letter also stated that the significant code violations placed the structures and 







their occupants at immediate risk, and that they can not be occupied until such time as permits 
for the electrical and LP gas installations can be produced and inspections can be conducted.   


 


The Town understands that the occupants of these cabins and casitas have in good faith 
entered into lease agreements with Mr. Garland.  As such, Mr. Garland is responsible for 
providing the tenants with alternative housing until these structures are properly permitted.  
Town officials met with Mr. Garland on December 14, 2020, and have begun discussing the 
process for bringing the cabins up to the minimum housing standard.     


 


Cabins 


Originally inspected and approved by the town for transient occupancy of Well School staff. At 
the time of inspection and approval in 2008 they did not have electrical or gas service. At some 
point in time both electric and gas have been added to those cabins. The town has no record of 
permit applications or inspections/approvals for either of these utilities. 


 


Casitas 


None of these structures have been permitted by the town. In a July 2020 article in the 
Monadnock Ledger Transcript, Mr. Garland is quoted as saying they were too small to need 
permits or inspection. However, the building code requires that all residential structures 
intended to be used as dwellings be permitted, inspected, and approved. Aside from the 
unpermitted electric and gas utilities in those structures, they do not meet the State of New 
Hampshire minimum housing standard for rental housing as set forth in RSA 48-A:14 
specifically: 


• conditions that create the danger of electric shock 
• floors, walls, or ceiling contain substantial holes that seriously reduce their function or 


render them dangerous to the inhabitants 
• inadequate supply of water, or whatever equipment that is available to heat water is 


not properly operating 
• leaks in any gas lines or leaks or defective pilot lights in any appliances furnished by the 


landlord 
• lack heating facilities that are properly installed, safely maintained and in good working 


condition 
 


Potentially the cabins could be brought up to the point where they can be inspected and 
approved, from a building and life safety perspective, as adequate rental housing. The casitas 







will never be able to meet the minimum standard and can never be occupied as residential 
rental units in the State of New Hampshire. 


General Timeline Based off records of Site Plans & Building Permits:  


• 1986 – School building adds addition; includes library 
• 1995 – Addition of arts building attached to the school; received state septic approval; ZBA 


approval for their parking 
• 2002 – Subdivision and boundary line adjustment among 3 lots 
• 2006 – Proposed septic for first 3 cabins (Phase 1) 
• 2007 – MSPR approval for 4 cabins (Phase 2)  


o Plans do not show true locations of wetlands; not stamped by wetland scientist 
o Application requests “construction of staff housing” 
o Minutes reflect that cabins are all to be “off the grid” and generate their own electric 
o Proposed septic is shared 
o Proposal of shared central boiler to “provide radiant heat” 
o Approval notes that structures should not have kitchens, but do have bathrooms 


 Noted in approval that expansions, such as a kitchen, require approval of a 
dwelling 


o State septic approval received and approved for corresponding structures 
• Sept. 2007 – Septic design and approval for system to feed the seven structures   


o Further clarifies specifically for 3 two-bedrooms and 4 studios for a total of 1800 GDP 
• May 2010 – ZBA Variance approval to allow accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot as the 


primary use 
o Approval provided with conditions that (including but not limited to): 


 Cabins must remain as accessory to school 
 Requirement of access easement for roadways 
 Any new structures will require zoning board approval  


• May 2010 – Subdivision approval to create lot which, with the Variance, will allow the housing 
units to exist as the primary use of the property  


Key notes to timeline:  


• 2006 – Septic was drawn up by Sharon Monahan who indicated that there were significant 
wetlands on site  


• 2007 – Phase 2 structures were originally named “Stroppano Cottage,” “Wilson Cottage,” Guest 
Cottage,” and “Proposed Boiler House.” No information about the original names of the Phase 1 
structures.  


Structures with Permits:  


1) Wilson Cottage (current name) 
a. Also referenced in places as “Amluma” 
b. 24’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicates no cooking and no bathing facilities; no electric 


2) Farmers Cottage (current name) 







a. Also referenced as “Rain”  
b. 16’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicated no bathing and no electric  


3) Kerri Kerri Cottage (current name) 
a. 2008 BP indicates no bathing or kitchen; no electric 
b. Plans for cottage show a bathroom 


4) Garland Cottage 
a. Also referenced as the “AK Cabin” 
b. 20’ x 24’ 
c. First structure to be proposed and built with a foundation  


5) Village Kitchen (current name) 
a. Site plans show structure as 16’ x 24’ but building plans are 17’ x 25’ 


6) Mountain View (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Fitz” 
b. 20’ x 24’  
c. BP issued 2009 but indicated no bathing and no kitchen facilities; no electric 


7) Blueberry (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Jenhouse”  
b. All plans reference proposed size as 18’ x 24’ but structure is significantly smaller  


8) Boiler House (current name) 
a. BP issued for wood fired boiler shed 
b. Located in upper portion of lot near kiln and maintenance – not a part of the main 


cluster of houses 
9) The Barn (current name) 


a. Pole barn erected in 2006 
b. To be used for storage and animals 


10) Woodshed (current name) 
a. Shown on 2020 PB Site Plans as being tied into septic  
b. BP and CO issued  


Un-permitted Structures:  


1) Austin Place 
2) Mini Mocha 
3) Nicholsworth 
4) Acorn 
5) Green Bean 
6) Love Shack 
7) Red Rooster 
8) Hickory Hall 
9) White House 
10) Greenhouse  
11) Pumphouse 
12) Unnamed structure/shed between proposed lots 24 & 23 
13) Unnamed on proposed lot 25  







14) “Shed” at far southeast corner/curve of property  
15) “Shed” on proposed lot 26 


 







From: Nicole MacStay
To: alexandra walker; SelectBoard
Subject: RE: Walden Eco Village
Date: Tuesday, December 15, 2020 8:54:35 AM
Attachments: Garland Family Realty Trust_20201211 - signed TJH.pdf

Press Release - Garland Family Realty Trust and Walden Eco Village.pdf

Hello Alexandra,

The attached documents may not answer all your questions and concerns, but they may help you to understand the
town’s position.

Yours,
-Nicole

-----Original Message-----
From: alexandra walker <akwalker.11@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 15, 2020 8:54 AM
To: SelectBoard <selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov>
Subject: Walden Eco Village

Hello Selectboard,
As a taxpayer in this town I’m appalled by the actions of the town.

What are the extreme issues that support this action of evicting all inhabitants out of their homes?
In your press release, you state that permits were not issued for electrical and gas- is this not a permitting problem
with the landlord?
Could these issues be taken care of while the tenants are living there?

What about the many homes in Peterborough that have building code violations?
Should we as taxpayers be scared that the town will come in and evict us?

Do you kick someone out of their house, 2 weeks before Christmas, in the middle of a pandemic because of a
permitting issue?

My husband and I have opened our house up to help, putting the health of my entire family at risk during a
pandemic. I feel like this action of eviction is shifting the responsibility from the landlord onto the tenants AND the
citizens of this town.
If there is more to this story to warrant these severe actions, please explain. I want specifics.

Sincerely,
Alexandra Walker
____________________ Confidentiality notice: This email transmission may contain confidential or legally
privileged information that is intended only for the individual or entity named in the e-mail address. If you are not
the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or reliance upon the
contents of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail transmission in error, please reply to the
sender, so that arrangements can be made for proper delivery, and then please delete the message from your inbox.
___________________

mailto:nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov
mailto:akwalker.11@gmail.com
mailto:selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov












Press Release 
For Immediate Release 
December 14, 2020 
Contact:  Nicole MacStay, Deputy Town Administrator 
603-924-8000 
 


Garland Family Reality Trust and Walden Eco Village 
Timeline  


Based on a review of the files in the possession of the Town of Peterborough, including the 
Building Inspector’s office and the Fire Inspector’s office, the town has been aware of the 
cabins and central heating system since they were constructed in and around 2005 to 2007 and 
given certificates of occupancy as transient housing for the staff of the neighboring Well School 
without permanent electricity or LP gas installations in 2008. In 2010 a ZBA variance allowed 
the accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot owned by the Garland Family Reality Trust, 
Akhil Garland, Trustee.  The approval was subject to conditions that included requirements that 
the cabins remain accessory to the school, and that any new structures were required to 
receive zoning board approval. Since that time there has been some knowledge of the more 
permanent use of them as residences however, as originally constructed and inspected they 
were safe for occupancy.   


 


In preparation for the Planning Board meeting scheduled for December 14, 2020 town staff 
visited the site to be better informed about the application and site. At the time of that visit, 
which did not involve entry into any of the building, staff noted that in addition to the original, 
permitted seven cabins, fifteen additional structures, including the seven casitas had been 
constructed and electrical wiring, and LP gas had been installed on the site. This discovery led to 
the Town requesting a formal site visit, including entry into the structures, from Mr. Garland. 
The initial inspection, on December 1, 2020, was held but at that time Mr. Garland had not 
notified the residents of the need to enter the units. The inspection was subsequently 
rescheduled for December 10, 2020 at which time the town was able to confirm the use of the 
structures as well as the presence of electrical and gas services to the structures. 


 


Once the town was aware of the condition of the rental units, and the safety issues they pose 
to the residents, the process to condemn the units for rental was started.  As the responsible 
party, Mr. Garland was notified and served with a letter from Code Officer Tim Herlihy dated 
December 11, 2020 which outlined the violations that were observed during the December 10 
site visit.  This letter also stated that the significant code violations placed the structures and 







their occupants at immediate risk, and that they can not be occupied until such time as permits 
for the electrical and LP gas installations can be produced and inspections can be conducted.   


 


The Town understands that the occupants of these cabins and casitas have in good faith 
entered into lease agreements with Mr. Garland.  As such, Mr. Garland is responsible for 
providing the tenants with alternative housing until these structures are properly permitted.  
Town officials met with Mr. Garland on December 14, 2020, and have begun discussing the 
process for bringing the cabins up to the minimum housing standard.     


 


Cabins 


Originally inspected and approved by the town for transient occupancy of Well School staff. At 
the time of inspection and approval in 2008 they did not have electrical or gas service. At some 
point in time both electric and gas have been added to those cabins. The town has no record of 
permit applications or inspections/approvals for either of these utilities. 


 


Casitas 


None of these structures have been permitted by the town. In a July 2020 article in the 
Monadnock Ledger Transcript, Mr. Garland is quoted as saying they were too small to need 
permits or inspection. However, the building code requires that all residential structures 
intended to be used as dwellings be permitted, inspected, and approved. Aside from the 
unpermitted electric and gas utilities in those structures, they do not meet the State of New 
Hampshire minimum housing standard for rental housing as set forth in RSA 48-A:14 
specifically: 


• conditions that create the danger of electric shock 
• floors, walls, or ceiling contain substantial holes that seriously reduce their function or 


render them dangerous to the inhabitants 
• inadequate supply of water, or whatever equipment that is available to heat water is 


not properly operating 
• leaks in any gas lines or leaks or defective pilot lights in any appliances furnished by the 


landlord 
• lack heating facilities that are properly installed, safely maintained and in good working 


condition 
 


Potentially the cabins could be brought up to the point where they can be inspected and 
approved, from a building and life safety perspective, as adequate rental housing. The casitas 







will never be able to meet the minimum standard and can never be occupied as residential 
rental units in the State of New Hampshire. 


General Timeline Based off records of Site Plans & Building Permits:  


• 1986 – School building adds addition; includes library 
• 1995 – Addition of arts building attached to the school; received state septic approval; ZBA 


approval for their parking 
• 2002 – Subdivision and boundary line adjustment among 3 lots 
• 2006 – Proposed septic for first 3 cabins (Phase 1) 
• 2007 – MSPR approval for 4 cabins (Phase 2)  


o Plans do not show true locations of wetlands; not stamped by wetland scientist 
o Application requests “construction of staff housing” 
o Minutes reflect that cabins are all to be “off the grid” and generate their own electric 
o Proposed septic is shared 
o Proposal of shared central boiler to “provide radiant heat” 
o Approval notes that structures should not have kitchens, but do have bathrooms 


 Noted in approval that expansions, such as a kitchen, require approval of a 
dwelling 


o State septic approval received and approved for corresponding structures 
• Sept. 2007 – Septic design and approval for system to feed the seven structures   


o Further clarifies specifically for 3 two-bedrooms and 4 studios for a total of 1800 GDP 
• May 2010 – ZBA Variance approval to allow accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot as the 


primary use 
o Approval provided with conditions that (including but not limited to): 


 Cabins must remain as accessory to school 
 Requirement of access easement for roadways 
 Any new structures will require zoning board approval  


• May 2010 – Subdivision approval to create lot which, with the Variance, will allow the housing 
units to exist as the primary use of the property  


Key notes to timeline:  


• 2006 – Septic was drawn up by Sharon Monahan who indicated that there were significant 
wetlands on site  


• 2007 – Phase 2 structures were originally named “Stroppano Cottage,” “Wilson Cottage,” Guest 
Cottage,” and “Proposed Boiler House.” No information about the original names of the Phase 1 
structures.  


Structures with Permits:  


1) Wilson Cottage (current name) 
a. Also referenced in places as “Amluma” 
b. 24’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicates no cooking and no bathing facilities; no electric 


2) Farmers Cottage (current name) 







a. Also referenced as “Rain”  
b. 16’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicated no bathing and no electric  


3) Kerri Kerri Cottage (current name) 
a. 2008 BP indicates no bathing or kitchen; no electric 
b. Plans for cottage show a bathroom 


4) Garland Cottage 
a. Also referenced as the “AK Cabin” 
b. 20’ x 24’ 
c. First structure to be proposed and built with a foundation  


5) Village Kitchen (current name) 
a. Site plans show structure as 16’ x 24’ but building plans are 17’ x 25’ 


6) Mountain View (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Fitz” 
b. 20’ x 24’  
c. BP issued 2009 but indicated no bathing and no kitchen facilities; no electric 


7) Blueberry (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Jenhouse”  
b. All plans reference proposed size as 18’ x 24’ but structure is significantly smaller  


8) Boiler House (current name) 
a. BP issued for wood fired boiler shed 
b. Located in upper portion of lot near kiln and maintenance – not a part of the main 


cluster of houses 
9) The Barn (current name) 


a. Pole barn erected in 2006 
b. To be used for storage and animals 


10) Woodshed (current name) 
a. Shown on 2020 PB Site Plans as being tied into septic  
b. BP and CO issued  


Un-permitted Structures:  


1) Austin Place 
2) Mini Mocha 
3) Nicholsworth 
4) Acorn 
5) Green Bean 
6) Love Shack 
7) Red Rooster 
8) Hickory Hall 
9) White House 
10) Greenhouse  
11) Pumphouse 
12) Unnamed structure/shed between proposed lots 24 & 23 
13) Unnamed on proposed lot 25  







14) “Shed” at far southeast corner/curve of property  
15) “Shed” on proposed lot 26 


 







From: Nicole MacStay
To: Nancy Drogy; SelectBoard
Subject: RE: Akhil’s property
Date: Tuesday, December 15, 2020 8:46:02 AM
Attachments: Press Release - Garland Family Realty Trust and Walden Eco Village.pdf

Garland Family Realty Trust_20201211 - signed TJH.pdf

Hello Nancy,

The attached documents may not answer all your questions and concerns, but they may help you to understand the
town’s position.

Yours,
-Nicole

-----Original Message-----
From: Nancy Drogy <thedrogys@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 15, 2020 7:28 AM
To: SelectBoard <selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov>
Subject: Akhil’s property

I am writing to the town of Peterborough, of which you represent, to not turn off power and gas to the tenants of Mr.
Garlands property at the Well School. If he is in violation of  some codes, is there not a more humane way of
dealing with this than forcing families out of their homes in winter, 10 days before Christmas?
Let’s see this in the paper, ask for input from the town. I am so sorry a situation like this is forced on you at this
time. Is there anything we, the residents of Peterborough can do?

Sincerely,
Nancy Drogy
27 Pine St.
Peterborough

Sent from my iPhone
____________________ Confidentiality notice: This email transmission may contain confidential or legally
privileged information that is intended only for the individual or entity named in the e-mail address. If you are not
the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or reliance upon the
contents of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail transmission in error, please reply to the
sender, so that arrangements can be made for proper delivery, and then please delete the message from your inbox.
___________________

mailto:nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov
mailto:thedrogys@aol.com
mailto:selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov
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Contact:  Nicole MacStay, Deputy Town Administrator 
603-924-8000 
 


Garland Family Reality Trust and Walden Eco Village 
Timeline  


Based on a review of the files in the possession of the Town of Peterborough, including the 
Building Inspector’s office and the Fire Inspector’s office, the town has been aware of the 
cabins and central heating system since they were constructed in and around 2005 to 2007 and 
given certificates of occupancy as transient housing for the staff of the neighboring Well School 
without permanent electricity or LP gas installations in 2008. In 2010 a ZBA variance allowed 
the accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot owned by the Garland Family Reality Trust, 
Akhil Garland, Trustee.  The approval was subject to conditions that included requirements that 
the cabins remain accessory to the school, and that any new structures were required to 
receive zoning board approval. Since that time there has been some knowledge of the more 
permanent use of them as residences however, as originally constructed and inspected they 
were safe for occupancy.   


 


In preparation for the Planning Board meeting scheduled for December 14, 2020 town staff 
visited the site to be better informed about the application and site. At the time of that visit, 
which did not involve entry into any of the building, staff noted that in addition to the original, 
permitted seven cabins, fifteen additional structures, including the seven casitas had been 
constructed and electrical wiring, and LP gas had been installed on the site. This discovery led to 
the Town requesting a formal site visit, including entry into the structures, from Mr. Garland. 
The initial inspection, on December 1, 2020, was held but at that time Mr. Garland had not 
notified the residents of the need to enter the units. The inspection was subsequently 
rescheduled for December 10, 2020 at which time the town was able to confirm the use of the 
structures as well as the presence of electrical and gas services to the structures. 


 


Once the town was aware of the condition of the rental units, and the safety issues they pose 
to the residents, the process to condemn the units for rental was started.  As the responsible 
party, Mr. Garland was notified and served with a letter from Code Officer Tim Herlihy dated 
December 11, 2020 which outlined the violations that were observed during the December 10 
site visit.  This letter also stated that the significant code violations placed the structures and 







their occupants at immediate risk, and that they can not be occupied until such time as permits 
for the electrical and LP gas installations can be produced and inspections can be conducted.   


 


The Town understands that the occupants of these cabins and casitas have in good faith 
entered into lease agreements with Mr. Garland.  As such, Mr. Garland is responsible for 
providing the tenants with alternative housing until these structures are properly permitted.  
Town officials met with Mr. Garland on December 14, 2020, and have begun discussing the 
process for bringing the cabins up to the minimum housing standard.     


 


Cabins 


Originally inspected and approved by the town for transient occupancy of Well School staff. At 
the time of inspection and approval in 2008 they did not have electrical or gas service. At some 
point in time both electric and gas have been added to those cabins. The town has no record of 
permit applications or inspections/approvals for either of these utilities. 


 


Casitas 


None of these structures have been permitted by the town. In a July 2020 article in the 
Monadnock Ledger Transcript, Mr. Garland is quoted as saying they were too small to need 
permits or inspection. However, the building code requires that all residential structures 
intended to be used as dwellings be permitted, inspected, and approved. Aside from the 
unpermitted electric and gas utilities in those structures, they do not meet the State of New 
Hampshire minimum housing standard for rental housing as set forth in RSA 48-A:14 
specifically: 


• conditions that create the danger of electric shock 
• floors, walls, or ceiling contain substantial holes that seriously reduce their function or 


render them dangerous to the inhabitants 
• inadequate supply of water, or whatever equipment that is available to heat water is 


not properly operating 
• leaks in any gas lines or leaks or defective pilot lights in any appliances furnished by the 


landlord 
• lack heating facilities that are properly installed, safely maintained and in good working 


condition 
 


Potentially the cabins could be brought up to the point where they can be inspected and 
approved, from a building and life safety perspective, as adequate rental housing. The casitas 







will never be able to meet the minimum standard and can never be occupied as residential 
rental units in the State of New Hampshire. 


General Timeline Based off records of Site Plans & Building Permits:  


• 1986 – School building adds addition; includes library 
• 1995 – Addition of arts building attached to the school; received state septic approval; ZBA 


approval for their parking 
• 2002 – Subdivision and boundary line adjustment among 3 lots 
• 2006 – Proposed septic for first 3 cabins (Phase 1) 
• 2007 – MSPR approval for 4 cabins (Phase 2)  


o Plans do not show true locations of wetlands; not stamped by wetland scientist 
o Application requests “construction of staff housing” 
o Minutes reflect that cabins are all to be “off the grid” and generate their own electric 
o Proposed septic is shared 
o Proposal of shared central boiler to “provide radiant heat” 
o Approval notes that structures should not have kitchens, but do have bathrooms 


 Noted in approval that expansions, such as a kitchen, require approval of a 
dwelling 


o State septic approval received and approved for corresponding structures 
• Sept. 2007 – Septic design and approval for system to feed the seven structures   


o Further clarifies specifically for 3 two-bedrooms and 4 studios for a total of 1800 GDP 
• May 2010 – ZBA Variance approval to allow accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot as the 


primary use 
o Approval provided with conditions that (including but not limited to): 


 Cabins must remain as accessory to school 
 Requirement of access easement for roadways 
 Any new structures will require zoning board approval  


• May 2010 – Subdivision approval to create lot which, with the Variance, will allow the housing 
units to exist as the primary use of the property  


Key notes to timeline:  


• 2006 – Septic was drawn up by Sharon Monahan who indicated that there were significant 
wetlands on site  


• 2007 – Phase 2 structures were originally named “Stroppano Cottage,” “Wilson Cottage,” Guest 
Cottage,” and “Proposed Boiler House.” No information about the original names of the Phase 1 
structures.  


Structures with Permits:  


1) Wilson Cottage (current name) 
a. Also referenced in places as “Amluma” 
b. 24’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicates no cooking and no bathing facilities; no electric 


2) Farmers Cottage (current name) 







a. Also referenced as “Rain”  
b. 16’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicated no bathing and no electric  


3) Kerri Kerri Cottage (current name) 
a. 2008 BP indicates no bathing or kitchen; no electric 
b. Plans for cottage show a bathroom 


4) Garland Cottage 
a. Also referenced as the “AK Cabin” 
b. 20’ x 24’ 
c. First structure to be proposed and built with a foundation  


5) Village Kitchen (current name) 
a. Site plans show structure as 16’ x 24’ but building plans are 17’ x 25’ 


6) Mountain View (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Fitz” 
b. 20’ x 24’  
c. BP issued 2009 but indicated no bathing and no kitchen facilities; no electric 


7) Blueberry (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Jenhouse”  
b. All plans reference proposed size as 18’ x 24’ but structure is significantly smaller  


8) Boiler House (current name) 
a. BP issued for wood fired boiler shed 
b. Located in upper portion of lot near kiln and maintenance – not a part of the main 


cluster of houses 
9) The Barn (current name) 


a. Pole barn erected in 2006 
b. To be used for storage and animals 


10) Woodshed (current name) 
a. Shown on 2020 PB Site Plans as being tied into septic  
b. BP and CO issued  


Un-permitted Structures:  


1) Austin Place 
2) Mini Mocha 
3) Nicholsworth 
4) Acorn 
5) Green Bean 
6) Love Shack 
7) Red Rooster 
8) Hickory Hall 
9) White House 
10) Greenhouse  
11) Pumphouse 
12) Unnamed structure/shed between proposed lots 24 & 23 
13) Unnamed on proposed lot 25  







14) “Shed” at far southeast corner/curve of property  
15) “Shed” on proposed lot 26 


 
















From: Nicole MacStay
To: Jeanne Dietsch; SelectBoard
Subject: RE: Inappropriate action regarding Well School residents
Date: Tuesday, December 15, 2020 8:37:58 AM
Attachments: Garland Family Realty Trust_20201211 - signed TJH.pdf

Press Release - Garland Family Realty Trust and Walden Eco Village.pdf

Hello Jeanne,
 
The attached documents may not answer all your questions and concerns, but they may help you to
understand the town’s position. 
 
Yours,
-Nicole
 

From: Jeanne Dietsch <jeanne.a.dietsch@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, December 14, 2020 8:54 PM
To: SelectBoard <selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov>
Subject: Inappropriate action regarding Well School residents
 
Dear Select Board,
 
I understand that residents of the Well School village are to have their utilities turned off, due to
code infractions. I would ask that the town reconsider this measure for two reasons. 
 
First, winter disconnection rules provide increased protections for customers, according to the NH
Public Utilities Commission. While their rules relate to non-payment, the rule suggests that greater
protection is appropriate policy from Nov 15 - Mar 31, regardless.
 
Secondly, we are in the midst of a pandemic that has caused our housing shortage to tighten even
further. Making any person homeless in the midst of a pandemic, when alternative housing is not
available, would be abominable. Making our town librarian homeless, while she is in the process of
finalizing fundraising for our new library in progress, because her salary is inadequate to live in the
town she works in, would be detrimental to the town and the future of our library.
 
In my opinion, the town should give the landlord until March 31 to rectify the code infractions. This
would give the tenants time to search for new locations in case the landlord does not do so. And I
would recommend that our award-winning librarian be given a raise in recognition of her superior
performance.
 
Best regards,
Jeanne Dietsch
+1-603-924-6720
+1-603-547-7771 mobile
____________________ Confidentiality notice: This email transmission may contain
confidential or legally privileged information that is intended only for the individual or entity
named in the e-mail address. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that

mailto:nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov
mailto:jeanne.a.dietsch@gmail.com
mailto:selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov
https://www.puc.nh.gov/consumer/winterdisconnectionrules.htm
https://www.puc.nh.gov/consumer/winterdisconnectionrules.htm
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jeannedietsch/
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Garland Family Reality Trust and Walden Eco Village 
Timeline  


Based on a review of the files in the possession of the Town of Peterborough, including the 
Building Inspector’s office and the Fire Inspector’s office, the town has been aware of the 
cabins and central heating system since they were constructed in and around 2005 to 2007 and 
given certificates of occupancy as transient housing for the staff of the neighboring Well School 
without permanent electricity or LP gas installations in 2008. In 2010 a ZBA variance allowed 
the accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot owned by the Garland Family Reality Trust, 
Akhil Garland, Trustee.  The approval was subject to conditions that included requirements that 
the cabins remain accessory to the school, and that any new structures were required to 
receive zoning board approval. Since that time there has been some knowledge of the more 
permanent use of them as residences however, as originally constructed and inspected they 
were safe for occupancy.   


 


In preparation for the Planning Board meeting scheduled for December 14, 2020 town staff 
visited the site to be better informed about the application and site. At the time of that visit, 
which did not involve entry into any of the building, staff noted that in addition to the original, 
permitted seven cabins, fifteen additional structures, including the seven casitas had been 
constructed and electrical wiring, and LP gas had been installed on the site. This discovery led to 
the Town requesting a formal site visit, including entry into the structures, from Mr. Garland. 
The initial inspection, on December 1, 2020, was held but at that time Mr. Garland had not 
notified the residents of the need to enter the units. The inspection was subsequently 
rescheduled for December 10, 2020 at which time the town was able to confirm the use of the 
structures as well as the presence of electrical and gas services to the structures. 


 


Once the town was aware of the condition of the rental units, and the safety issues they pose 
to the residents, the process to condemn the units for rental was started.  As the responsible 
party, Mr. Garland was notified and served with a letter from Code Officer Tim Herlihy dated 
December 11, 2020 which outlined the violations that were observed during the December 10 
site visit.  This letter also stated that the significant code violations placed the structures and 







their occupants at immediate risk, and that they can not be occupied until such time as permits 
for the electrical and LP gas installations can be produced and inspections can be conducted.   


 


The Town understands that the occupants of these cabins and casitas have in good faith 
entered into lease agreements with Mr. Garland.  As such, Mr. Garland is responsible for 
providing the tenants with alternative housing until these structures are properly permitted.  
Town officials met with Mr. Garland on December 14, 2020, and have begun discussing the 
process for bringing the cabins up to the minimum housing standard.     


 


Cabins 


Originally inspected and approved by the town for transient occupancy of Well School staff. At 
the time of inspection and approval in 2008 they did not have electrical or gas service. At some 
point in time both electric and gas have been added to those cabins. The town has no record of 
permit applications or inspections/approvals for either of these utilities. 


 


Casitas 


None of these structures have been permitted by the town. In a July 2020 article in the 
Monadnock Ledger Transcript, Mr. Garland is quoted as saying they were too small to need 
permits or inspection. However, the building code requires that all residential structures 
intended to be used as dwellings be permitted, inspected, and approved. Aside from the 
unpermitted electric and gas utilities in those structures, they do not meet the State of New 
Hampshire minimum housing standard for rental housing as set forth in RSA 48-A:14 
specifically: 


• conditions that create the danger of electric shock 
• floors, walls, or ceiling contain substantial holes that seriously reduce their function or 


render them dangerous to the inhabitants 
• inadequate supply of water, or whatever equipment that is available to heat water is 


not properly operating 
• leaks in any gas lines or leaks or defective pilot lights in any appliances furnished by the 


landlord 
• lack heating facilities that are properly installed, safely maintained and in good working 


condition 
 


Potentially the cabins could be brought up to the point where they can be inspected and 
approved, from a building and life safety perspective, as adequate rental housing. The casitas 







will never be able to meet the minimum standard and can never be occupied as residential 
rental units in the State of New Hampshire. 


General Timeline Based off records of Site Plans & Building Permits:  


• 1986 – School building adds addition; includes library 
• 1995 – Addition of arts building attached to the school; received state septic approval; ZBA 


approval for their parking 
• 2002 – Subdivision and boundary line adjustment among 3 lots 
• 2006 – Proposed septic for first 3 cabins (Phase 1) 
• 2007 – MSPR approval for 4 cabins (Phase 2)  


o Plans do not show true locations of wetlands; not stamped by wetland scientist 
o Application requests “construction of staff housing” 
o Minutes reflect that cabins are all to be “off the grid” and generate their own electric 
o Proposed septic is shared 
o Proposal of shared central boiler to “provide radiant heat” 
o Approval notes that structures should not have kitchens, but do have bathrooms 


 Noted in approval that expansions, such as a kitchen, require approval of a 
dwelling 


o State septic approval received and approved for corresponding structures 
• Sept. 2007 – Septic design and approval for system to feed the seven structures   


o Further clarifies specifically for 3 two-bedrooms and 4 studios for a total of 1800 GDP 
• May 2010 – ZBA Variance approval to allow accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot as the 


primary use 
o Approval provided with conditions that (including but not limited to): 


 Cabins must remain as accessory to school 
 Requirement of access easement for roadways 
 Any new structures will require zoning board approval  


• May 2010 – Subdivision approval to create lot which, with the Variance, will allow the housing 
units to exist as the primary use of the property  


Key notes to timeline:  


• 2006 – Septic was drawn up by Sharon Monahan who indicated that there were significant 
wetlands on site  


• 2007 – Phase 2 structures were originally named “Stroppano Cottage,” “Wilson Cottage,” Guest 
Cottage,” and “Proposed Boiler House.” No information about the original names of the Phase 1 
structures.  


Structures with Permits:  


1) Wilson Cottage (current name) 
a. Also referenced in places as “Amluma” 
b. 24’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicates no cooking and no bathing facilities; no electric 


2) Farmers Cottage (current name) 







a. Also referenced as “Rain”  
b. 16’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicated no bathing and no electric  


3) Kerri Kerri Cottage (current name) 
a. 2008 BP indicates no bathing or kitchen; no electric 
b. Plans for cottage show a bathroom 


4) Garland Cottage 
a. Also referenced as the “AK Cabin” 
b. 20’ x 24’ 
c. First structure to be proposed and built with a foundation  


5) Village Kitchen (current name) 
a. Site plans show structure as 16’ x 24’ but building plans are 17’ x 25’ 


6) Mountain View (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Fitz” 
b. 20’ x 24’  
c. BP issued 2009 but indicated no bathing and no kitchen facilities; no electric 


7) Blueberry (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Jenhouse”  
b. All plans reference proposed size as 18’ x 24’ but structure is significantly smaller  


8) Boiler House (current name) 
a. BP issued for wood fired boiler shed 
b. Located in upper portion of lot near kiln and maintenance – not a part of the main 


cluster of houses 
9) The Barn (current name) 


a. Pole barn erected in 2006 
b. To be used for storage and animals 


10) Woodshed (current name) 
a. Shown on 2020 PB Site Plans as being tied into septic  
b. BP and CO issued  


Un-permitted Structures:  


1) Austin Place 
2) Mini Mocha 
3) Nicholsworth 
4) Acorn 
5) Green Bean 
6) Love Shack 
7) Red Rooster 
8) Hickory Hall 
9) White House 
10) Greenhouse  
11) Pumphouse 
12) Unnamed structure/shed between proposed lots 24 & 23 
13) Unnamed on proposed lot 25  







14) “Shed” at far southeast corner/curve of property  
15) “Shed” on proposed lot 26 


 







From: Nicole MacStay
To: laura.bedard@aol.com; SelectBoard
Subject: RE: The Well School Village
Date: Tuesday, December 15, 2020 8:37:24 AM
Attachments: Garland Family Realty Trust_20201211 - signed TJH.pdf

Press Release - Garland Family Realty Trust and Walden Eco Village.pdf

Hello Laura,
 
The attached documents may not answer all your questions and concerns, but they may help you to
understand the town’s position. 
 
Yours,
-Nicole
 

From: laura.bedard@aol.com <laura.bedard@aol.com> 
Sent: Monday, December 14, 2020 8:04 PM
To: SelectBoard <selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov>
Subject: The Well School Village
 
Dear Select Board,
 
Please intervene to not allow the tenants in the Village be evicted. Instead take up the issue with the
landlord with a reasonable timeline. Peterborough has a housing problem and decreasing housing as we
go into winter is not a solution.
 
Thanks for your attention to this issue.
 
Respectfully, 
 
Laura Bedard
10 Prospect Heights
Peterborough, NH 
 
____________________ Confidentiality notice: This email transmission may contain
confidential or legally privileged information that is intended only for the individual or entity
named in the e-mail address. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any disclosure, copying, distribution, or reliance upon the contents of this e-mail is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this e-mail transmission in error, please reply to the sender, so
that arrangements can be made for proper delivery, and then please delete the message from
your inbox. ___________________

mailto:nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov
mailto:laura.bedard@aol.com
mailto:selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov
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Garland Family Reality Trust and Walden Eco Village 
Timeline  


Based on a review of the files in the possession of the Town of Peterborough, including the 
Building Inspector’s office and the Fire Inspector’s office, the town has been aware of the 
cabins and central heating system since they were constructed in and around 2005 to 2007 and 
given certificates of occupancy as transient housing for the staff of the neighboring Well School 
without permanent electricity or LP gas installations in 2008. In 2010 a ZBA variance allowed 
the accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot owned by the Garland Family Reality Trust, 
Akhil Garland, Trustee.  The approval was subject to conditions that included requirements that 
the cabins remain accessory to the school, and that any new structures were required to 
receive zoning board approval. Since that time there has been some knowledge of the more 
permanent use of them as residences however, as originally constructed and inspected they 
were safe for occupancy.   


 


In preparation for the Planning Board meeting scheduled for December 14, 2020 town staff 
visited the site to be better informed about the application and site. At the time of that visit, 
which did not involve entry into any of the building, staff noted that in addition to the original, 
permitted seven cabins, fifteen additional structures, including the seven casitas had been 
constructed and electrical wiring, and LP gas had been installed on the site. This discovery led to 
the Town requesting a formal site visit, including entry into the structures, from Mr. Garland. 
The initial inspection, on December 1, 2020, was held but at that time Mr. Garland had not 
notified the residents of the need to enter the units. The inspection was subsequently 
rescheduled for December 10, 2020 at which time the town was able to confirm the use of the 
structures as well as the presence of electrical and gas services to the structures. 


 


Once the town was aware of the condition of the rental units, and the safety issues they pose 
to the residents, the process to condemn the units for rental was started.  As the responsible 
party, Mr. Garland was notified and served with a letter from Code Officer Tim Herlihy dated 
December 11, 2020 which outlined the violations that were observed during the December 10 
site visit.  This letter also stated that the significant code violations placed the structures and 







their occupants at immediate risk, and that they can not be occupied until such time as permits 
for the electrical and LP gas installations can be produced and inspections can be conducted.   


 


The Town understands that the occupants of these cabins and casitas have in good faith 
entered into lease agreements with Mr. Garland.  As such, Mr. Garland is responsible for 
providing the tenants with alternative housing until these structures are properly permitted.  
Town officials met with Mr. Garland on December 14, 2020, and have begun discussing the 
process for bringing the cabins up to the minimum housing standard.     


 


Cabins 


Originally inspected and approved by the town for transient occupancy of Well School staff. At 
the time of inspection and approval in 2008 they did not have electrical or gas service. At some 
point in time both electric and gas have been added to those cabins. The town has no record of 
permit applications or inspections/approvals for either of these utilities. 


 


Casitas 


None of these structures have been permitted by the town. In a July 2020 article in the 
Monadnock Ledger Transcript, Mr. Garland is quoted as saying they were too small to need 
permits or inspection. However, the building code requires that all residential structures 
intended to be used as dwellings be permitted, inspected, and approved. Aside from the 
unpermitted electric and gas utilities in those structures, they do not meet the State of New 
Hampshire minimum housing standard for rental housing as set forth in RSA 48-A:14 
specifically: 


• conditions that create the danger of electric shock 
• floors, walls, or ceiling contain substantial holes that seriously reduce their function or 


render them dangerous to the inhabitants 
• inadequate supply of water, or whatever equipment that is available to heat water is 


not properly operating 
• leaks in any gas lines or leaks or defective pilot lights in any appliances furnished by the 


landlord 
• lack heating facilities that are properly installed, safely maintained and in good working 


condition 
 


Potentially the cabins could be brought up to the point where they can be inspected and 
approved, from a building and life safety perspective, as adequate rental housing. The casitas 







will never be able to meet the minimum standard and can never be occupied as residential 
rental units in the State of New Hampshire. 


General Timeline Based off records of Site Plans & Building Permits:  


• 1986 – School building adds addition; includes library 
• 1995 – Addition of arts building attached to the school; received state septic approval; ZBA 


approval for their parking 
• 2002 – Subdivision and boundary line adjustment among 3 lots 
• 2006 – Proposed septic for first 3 cabins (Phase 1) 
• 2007 – MSPR approval for 4 cabins (Phase 2)  


o Plans do not show true locations of wetlands; not stamped by wetland scientist 
o Application requests “construction of staff housing” 
o Minutes reflect that cabins are all to be “off the grid” and generate their own electric 
o Proposed septic is shared 
o Proposal of shared central boiler to “provide radiant heat” 
o Approval notes that structures should not have kitchens, but do have bathrooms 


 Noted in approval that expansions, such as a kitchen, require approval of a 
dwelling 


o State septic approval received and approved for corresponding structures 
• Sept. 2007 – Septic design and approval for system to feed the seven structures   


o Further clarifies specifically for 3 two-bedrooms and 4 studios for a total of 1800 GDP 
• May 2010 – ZBA Variance approval to allow accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot as the 


primary use 
o Approval provided with conditions that (including but not limited to): 


 Cabins must remain as accessory to school 
 Requirement of access easement for roadways 
 Any new structures will require zoning board approval  


• May 2010 – Subdivision approval to create lot which, with the Variance, will allow the housing 
units to exist as the primary use of the property  


Key notes to timeline:  


• 2006 – Septic was drawn up by Sharon Monahan who indicated that there were significant 
wetlands on site  


• 2007 – Phase 2 structures were originally named “Stroppano Cottage,” “Wilson Cottage,” Guest 
Cottage,” and “Proposed Boiler House.” No information about the original names of the Phase 1 
structures.  


Structures with Permits:  


1) Wilson Cottage (current name) 
a. Also referenced in places as “Amluma” 
b. 24’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicates no cooking and no bathing facilities; no electric 


2) Farmers Cottage (current name) 







a. Also referenced as “Rain”  
b. 16’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicated no bathing and no electric  


3) Kerri Kerri Cottage (current name) 
a. 2008 BP indicates no bathing or kitchen; no electric 
b. Plans for cottage show a bathroom 


4) Garland Cottage 
a. Also referenced as the “AK Cabin” 
b. 20’ x 24’ 
c. First structure to be proposed and built with a foundation  


5) Village Kitchen (current name) 
a. Site plans show structure as 16’ x 24’ but building plans are 17’ x 25’ 


6) Mountain View (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Fitz” 
b. 20’ x 24’  
c. BP issued 2009 but indicated no bathing and no kitchen facilities; no electric 


7) Blueberry (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Jenhouse”  
b. All plans reference proposed size as 18’ x 24’ but structure is significantly smaller  


8) Boiler House (current name) 
a. BP issued for wood fired boiler shed 
b. Located in upper portion of lot near kiln and maintenance – not a part of the main 


cluster of houses 
9) The Barn (current name) 


a. Pole barn erected in 2006 
b. To be used for storage and animals 


10) Woodshed (current name) 
a. Shown on 2020 PB Site Plans as being tied into septic  
b. BP and CO issued  


Un-permitted Structures:  


1) Austin Place 
2) Mini Mocha 
3) Nicholsworth 
4) Acorn 
5) Green Bean 
6) Love Shack 
7) Red Rooster 
8) Hickory Hall 
9) White House 
10) Greenhouse  
11) Pumphouse 
12) Unnamed structure/shed between proposed lots 24 & 23 
13) Unnamed on proposed lot 25  







14) “Shed” at far southeast corner/curve of property  
15) “Shed” on proposed lot 26 


 







From: Nicole MacStay
To: Fox MacKeigan; SelectBoard
Subject: RE: Well School Eco-village Evictions
Date: Monday, December 14, 2020 4:51:02 PM
Attachments: Garland Family Realty Trust_20201211 - signed TJH.pdf

Press Release - Garland Family Realty Trust and Walden Eco Village.pdf

Hello Fox,
 
The attached documents may not address all of your questions or concerns, but they may help you
to understand the Town’s position.
 
Yours,
-Nicole
 

From: Fox MacKeigan <photo.robot15@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, December 14, 2020 1:58 PM
To: SelectBoard <selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov>
Subject: Well School Eco-village Evictions
 
Select board members Bill, Tyler, and Ed,
 
Hello, my name is Fox, and it has come to my attention that the town of Peterborough plans to evict
those living at the well school ‘eco-village’ based on unspecified code violations. 
We are living in a pandemic, in general hardship, in the middle of December, and it’s only going to
get colder. It is unethical to force people to leave their homes on short notice at the best of times,
and morally reprehensible to do so now. The town needs to work with the residents to find a
solution for them to stay where they are currently residing, or offer them alternative housing and
whatever other means they may need as a result of their displacement. To leave people to their own
devices is not an option, we have already seen so much devastation this year, it is on you to avoid
whatever hardship you can to your residents. 
 
Thank you & regards,
Fox MacKeigan
____________________ Confidentiality notice: This email transmission may contain
confidential or legally privileged information that is intended only for the individual or entity
named in the e-mail address. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any disclosure, copying, distribution, or reliance upon the contents of this e-mail is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this e-mail transmission in error, please reply to the sender, so
that arrangements can be made for proper delivery, and then please delete the message from
your inbox. ___________________

mailto:nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov
mailto:photo.robot15@gmail.com
mailto:selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov












Press Release 
For Immediate Release 
December 14, 2020 
Contact:  Nicole MacStay, Deputy Town Administrator 
603-924-8000 
 


Garland Family Reality Trust and Walden Eco Village 
Timeline  


Based on a review of the files in the possession of the Town of Peterborough, including the 
Building Inspector’s office and the Fire Inspector’s office, the town has been aware of the 
cabins and central heating system since they were constructed in and around 2005 to 2007 and 
given certificates of occupancy as transient housing for the staff of the neighboring Well School 
without permanent electricity or LP gas installations in 2008. In 2010 a ZBA variance allowed 
the accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot owned by the Garland Family Reality Trust, 
Akhil Garland, Trustee.  The approval was subject to conditions that included requirements that 
the cabins remain accessory to the school, and that any new structures were required to 
receive zoning board approval. Since that time there has been some knowledge of the more 
permanent use of them as residences however, as originally constructed and inspected they 
were safe for occupancy.   


 


In preparation for the Planning Board meeting scheduled for December 14, 2020 town staff 
visited the site to be better informed about the application and site. At the time of that visit, 
which did not involve entry into any of the building, staff noted that in addition to the original, 
permitted seven cabins, fifteen additional structures, including the seven casitas had been 
constructed and electrical wiring, and LP gas had been installed on the site. This discovery led to 
the Town requesting a formal site visit, including entry into the structures, from Mr. Garland. 
The initial inspection, on December 1, 2020, was held but at that time Mr. Garland had not 
notified the residents of the need to enter the units. The inspection was subsequently 
rescheduled for December 10, 2020 at which time the town was able to confirm the use of the 
structures as well as the presence of electrical and gas services to the structures. 


 


Once the town was aware of the condition of the rental units, and the safety issues they pose 
to the residents, the process to condemn the units for rental was started.  As the responsible 
party, Mr. Garland was notified and served with a letter from Code Officer Tim Herlihy dated 
December 11, 2020 which outlined the violations that were observed during the December 10 
site visit.  This letter also stated that the significant code violations placed the structures and 







their occupants at immediate risk, and that they can not be occupied until such time as permits 
for the electrical and LP gas installations can be produced and inspections can be conducted.   


 


The Town understands that the occupants of these cabins and casitas have in good faith 
entered into lease agreements with Mr. Garland.  As such, Mr. Garland is responsible for 
providing the tenants with alternative housing until these structures are properly permitted.  
Town officials met with Mr. Garland on December 14, 2020, and have begun discussing the 
process for bringing the cabins up to the minimum housing standard.     


 


Cabins 


Originally inspected and approved by the town for transient occupancy of Well School staff. At 
the time of inspection and approval in 2008 they did not have electrical or gas service. At some 
point in time both electric and gas have been added to those cabins. The town has no record of 
permit applications or inspections/approvals for either of these utilities. 


 


Casitas 


None of these structures have been permitted by the town. In a July 2020 article in the 
Monadnock Ledger Transcript, Mr. Garland is quoted as saying they were too small to need 
permits or inspection. However, the building code requires that all residential structures 
intended to be used as dwellings be permitted, inspected, and approved. Aside from the 
unpermitted electric and gas utilities in those structures, they do not meet the State of New 
Hampshire minimum housing standard for rental housing as set forth in RSA 48-A:14 
specifically: 


• conditions that create the danger of electric shock 
• floors, walls, or ceiling contain substantial holes that seriously reduce their function or 


render them dangerous to the inhabitants 
• inadequate supply of water, or whatever equipment that is available to heat water is 


not properly operating 
• leaks in any gas lines or leaks or defective pilot lights in any appliances furnished by the 


landlord 
• lack heating facilities that are properly installed, safely maintained and in good working 


condition 
 


Potentially the cabins could be brought up to the point where they can be inspected and 
approved, from a building and life safety perspective, as adequate rental housing. The casitas 







will never be able to meet the minimum standard and can never be occupied as residential 
rental units in the State of New Hampshire. 


General Timeline Based off records of Site Plans & Building Permits:  


• 1986 – School building adds addition; includes library 
• 1995 – Addition of arts building attached to the school; received state septic approval; ZBA 


approval for their parking 
• 2002 – Subdivision and boundary line adjustment among 3 lots 
• 2006 – Proposed septic for first 3 cabins (Phase 1) 
• 2007 – MSPR approval for 4 cabins (Phase 2)  


o Plans do not show true locations of wetlands; not stamped by wetland scientist 
o Application requests “construction of staff housing” 
o Minutes reflect that cabins are all to be “off the grid” and generate their own electric 
o Proposed septic is shared 
o Proposal of shared central boiler to “provide radiant heat” 
o Approval notes that structures should not have kitchens, but do have bathrooms 


 Noted in approval that expansions, such as a kitchen, require approval of a 
dwelling 


o State septic approval received and approved for corresponding structures 
• Sept. 2007 – Septic design and approval for system to feed the seven structures   


o Further clarifies specifically for 3 two-bedrooms and 4 studios for a total of 1800 GDP 
• May 2010 – ZBA Variance approval to allow accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot as the 


primary use 
o Approval provided with conditions that (including but not limited to): 


 Cabins must remain as accessory to school 
 Requirement of access easement for roadways 
 Any new structures will require zoning board approval  


• May 2010 – Subdivision approval to create lot which, with the Variance, will allow the housing 
units to exist as the primary use of the property  


Key notes to timeline:  


• 2006 – Septic was drawn up by Sharon Monahan who indicated that there were significant 
wetlands on site  


• 2007 – Phase 2 structures were originally named “Stroppano Cottage,” “Wilson Cottage,” Guest 
Cottage,” and “Proposed Boiler House.” No information about the original names of the Phase 1 
structures.  


Structures with Permits:  


1) Wilson Cottage (current name) 
a. Also referenced in places as “Amluma” 
b. 24’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicates no cooking and no bathing facilities; no electric 


2) Farmers Cottage (current name) 







a. Also referenced as “Rain”  
b. 16’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicated no bathing and no electric  


3) Kerri Kerri Cottage (current name) 
a. 2008 BP indicates no bathing or kitchen; no electric 
b. Plans for cottage show a bathroom 


4) Garland Cottage 
a. Also referenced as the “AK Cabin” 
b. 20’ x 24’ 
c. First structure to be proposed and built with a foundation  


5) Village Kitchen (current name) 
a. Site plans show structure as 16’ x 24’ but building plans are 17’ x 25’ 


6) Mountain View (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Fitz” 
b. 20’ x 24’  
c. BP issued 2009 but indicated no bathing and no kitchen facilities; no electric 


7) Blueberry (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Jenhouse”  
b. All plans reference proposed size as 18’ x 24’ but structure is significantly smaller  


8) Boiler House (current name) 
a. BP issued for wood fired boiler shed 
b. Located in upper portion of lot near kiln and maintenance – not a part of the main 


cluster of houses 
9) The Barn (current name) 


a. Pole barn erected in 2006 
b. To be used for storage and animals 


10) Woodshed (current name) 
a. Shown on 2020 PB Site Plans as being tied into septic  
b. BP and CO issued  


Un-permitted Structures:  


1) Austin Place 
2) Mini Mocha 
3) Nicholsworth 
4) Acorn 
5) Green Bean 
6) Love Shack 
7) Red Rooster 
8) Hickory Hall 
9) White House 
10) Greenhouse  
11) Pumphouse 
12) Unnamed structure/shed between proposed lots 24 & 23 
13) Unnamed on proposed lot 25  







14) “Shed” at far southeast corner/curve of property  
15) “Shed” on proposed lot 26 


 







From: Nicole MacStay
To: Ayla Laro; SelectBoard
Subject: RE: Peterborough Eviction Crisis
Date: Monday, December 14, 2020 4:49:48 PM
Attachments: Garland Family Realty Trust_20201211 - signed TJH.pdf

Press Release - Garland Family Realty Trust and Walden Eco Village.pdf

Hello Ayla,
 
The attached documents may not address all of your questions or concerns, but they may help you
to understand the Town’s position.
 
Yours,
-Nicole
 

From: Ayla Laro <aylamlaro@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, December 14, 2020 12:47 PM
To: SelectBoard <selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov>
Subject: Peterborough Eviction Crisis
 
To whoever it may concern,
 
My name is Ayla Laro. I am a student at ConVal High School, a resident of Peterborough, and my
brother is a student at the Well School. I have recently become aware of the 23 Peterborough
residents, including children, that are facing eviction this Wednesday. After buildings established on
the property that abuts the Well School and the eco village were randomly inspected and deemed
unsafe, a specific list and remedies to fix the coding issues were not provided. There are nurses,
teachers, and essential workers that are facing homelessness and have only 5 days to sort their lives
out. I personally demand that the Town of Peterborough does not displace these people and that
the Town works with the landlord to provide these people with appropriate housing. Otherwise,
Peterborough is not living up to its motto: A Good Town to Live In.
 
Thank you for your time,
Ayla Laro
____________________ Confidentiality notice: This email transmission may contain
confidential or legally privileged information that is intended only for the individual or entity
named in the e-mail address. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any disclosure, copying, distribution, or reliance upon the contents of this e-mail is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this e-mail transmission in error, please reply to the sender, so
that arrangements can be made for proper delivery, and then please delete the message from
your inbox. ___________________

mailto:nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov
mailto:aylamlaro@gmail.com
mailto:selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov
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Garland Family Reality Trust and Walden Eco Village 
Timeline  


Based on a review of the files in the possession of the Town of Peterborough, including the 
Building Inspector’s office and the Fire Inspector’s office, the town has been aware of the 
cabins and central heating system since they were constructed in and around 2005 to 2007 and 
given certificates of occupancy as transient housing for the staff of the neighboring Well School 
without permanent electricity or LP gas installations in 2008. In 2010 a ZBA variance allowed 
the accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot owned by the Garland Family Reality Trust, 
Akhil Garland, Trustee.  The approval was subject to conditions that included requirements that 
the cabins remain accessory to the school, and that any new structures were required to 
receive zoning board approval. Since that time there has been some knowledge of the more 
permanent use of them as residences however, as originally constructed and inspected they 
were safe for occupancy.   


 


In preparation for the Planning Board meeting scheduled for December 14, 2020 town staff 
visited the site to be better informed about the application and site. At the time of that visit, 
which did not involve entry into any of the building, staff noted that in addition to the original, 
permitted seven cabins, fifteen additional structures, including the seven casitas had been 
constructed and electrical wiring, and LP gas had been installed on the site. This discovery led to 
the Town requesting a formal site visit, including entry into the structures, from Mr. Garland. 
The initial inspection, on December 1, 2020, was held but at that time Mr. Garland had not 
notified the residents of the need to enter the units. The inspection was subsequently 
rescheduled for December 10, 2020 at which time the town was able to confirm the use of the 
structures as well as the presence of electrical and gas services to the structures. 


 


Once the town was aware of the condition of the rental units, and the safety issues they pose 
to the residents, the process to condemn the units for rental was started.  As the responsible 
party, Mr. Garland was notified and served with a letter from Code Officer Tim Herlihy dated 
December 11, 2020 which outlined the violations that were observed during the December 10 
site visit.  This letter also stated that the significant code violations placed the structures and 







their occupants at immediate risk, and that they can not be occupied until such time as permits 
for the electrical and LP gas installations can be produced and inspections can be conducted.   


 


The Town understands that the occupants of these cabins and casitas have in good faith 
entered into lease agreements with Mr. Garland.  As such, Mr. Garland is responsible for 
providing the tenants with alternative housing until these structures are properly permitted.  
Town officials met with Mr. Garland on December 14, 2020, and have begun discussing the 
process for bringing the cabins up to the minimum housing standard.     


 


Cabins 


Originally inspected and approved by the town for transient occupancy of Well School staff. At 
the time of inspection and approval in 2008 they did not have electrical or gas service. At some 
point in time both electric and gas have been added to those cabins. The town has no record of 
permit applications or inspections/approvals for either of these utilities. 


 


Casitas 


None of these structures have been permitted by the town. In a July 2020 article in the 
Monadnock Ledger Transcript, Mr. Garland is quoted as saying they were too small to need 
permits or inspection. However, the building code requires that all residential structures 
intended to be used as dwellings be permitted, inspected, and approved. Aside from the 
unpermitted electric and gas utilities in those structures, they do not meet the State of New 
Hampshire minimum housing standard for rental housing as set forth in RSA 48-A:14 
specifically: 


• conditions that create the danger of electric shock 
• floors, walls, or ceiling contain substantial holes that seriously reduce their function or 


render them dangerous to the inhabitants 
• inadequate supply of water, or whatever equipment that is available to heat water is 


not properly operating 
• leaks in any gas lines or leaks or defective pilot lights in any appliances furnished by the 


landlord 
• lack heating facilities that are properly installed, safely maintained and in good working 


condition 
 


Potentially the cabins could be brought up to the point where they can be inspected and 
approved, from a building and life safety perspective, as adequate rental housing. The casitas 







will never be able to meet the minimum standard and can never be occupied as residential 
rental units in the State of New Hampshire. 


General Timeline Based off records of Site Plans & Building Permits:  


• 1986 – School building adds addition; includes library 
• 1995 – Addition of arts building attached to the school; received state septic approval; ZBA 


approval for their parking 
• 2002 – Subdivision and boundary line adjustment among 3 lots 
• 2006 – Proposed septic for first 3 cabins (Phase 1) 
• 2007 – MSPR approval for 4 cabins (Phase 2)  


o Plans do not show true locations of wetlands; not stamped by wetland scientist 
o Application requests “construction of staff housing” 
o Minutes reflect that cabins are all to be “off the grid” and generate their own electric 
o Proposed septic is shared 
o Proposal of shared central boiler to “provide radiant heat” 
o Approval notes that structures should not have kitchens, but do have bathrooms 


 Noted in approval that expansions, such as a kitchen, require approval of a 
dwelling 


o State septic approval received and approved for corresponding structures 
• Sept. 2007 – Septic design and approval for system to feed the seven structures   


o Further clarifies specifically for 3 two-bedrooms and 4 studios for a total of 1800 GDP 
• May 2010 – ZBA Variance approval to allow accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot as the 


primary use 
o Approval provided with conditions that (including but not limited to): 


 Cabins must remain as accessory to school 
 Requirement of access easement for roadways 
 Any new structures will require zoning board approval  


• May 2010 – Subdivision approval to create lot which, with the Variance, will allow the housing 
units to exist as the primary use of the property  


Key notes to timeline:  


• 2006 – Septic was drawn up by Sharon Monahan who indicated that there were significant 
wetlands on site  


• 2007 – Phase 2 structures were originally named “Stroppano Cottage,” “Wilson Cottage,” Guest 
Cottage,” and “Proposed Boiler House.” No information about the original names of the Phase 1 
structures.  


Structures with Permits:  


1) Wilson Cottage (current name) 
a. Also referenced in places as “Amluma” 
b. 24’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicates no cooking and no bathing facilities; no electric 


2) Farmers Cottage (current name) 







a. Also referenced as “Rain”  
b. 16’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicated no bathing and no electric  


3) Kerri Kerri Cottage (current name) 
a. 2008 BP indicates no bathing or kitchen; no electric 
b. Plans for cottage show a bathroom 


4) Garland Cottage 
a. Also referenced as the “AK Cabin” 
b. 20’ x 24’ 
c. First structure to be proposed and built with a foundation  


5) Village Kitchen (current name) 
a. Site plans show structure as 16’ x 24’ but building plans are 17’ x 25’ 


6) Mountain View (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Fitz” 
b. 20’ x 24’  
c. BP issued 2009 but indicated no bathing and no kitchen facilities; no electric 


7) Blueberry (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Jenhouse”  
b. All plans reference proposed size as 18’ x 24’ but structure is significantly smaller  


8) Boiler House (current name) 
a. BP issued for wood fired boiler shed 
b. Located in upper portion of lot near kiln and maintenance – not a part of the main 


cluster of houses 
9) The Barn (current name) 


a. Pole barn erected in 2006 
b. To be used for storage and animals 


10) Woodshed (current name) 
a. Shown on 2020 PB Site Plans as being tied into septic  
b. BP and CO issued  


Un-permitted Structures:  


1) Austin Place 
2) Mini Mocha 
3) Nicholsworth 
4) Acorn 
5) Green Bean 
6) Love Shack 
7) Red Rooster 
8) Hickory Hall 
9) White House 
10) Greenhouse  
11) Pumphouse 
12) Unnamed structure/shed between proposed lots 24 & 23 
13) Unnamed on proposed lot 25  







14) “Shed” at far southeast corner/curve of property  
15) “Shed” on proposed lot 26 


 







From: Nicole MacStay
To: Sat Purkh Khalsa; SelectBoard
Subject: RE: Wells school eco village
Date: Monday, December 14, 2020 4:48:56 PM
Attachments: Garland Family Realty Trust_20201211 - signed TJH.pdf

Press Release - Garland Family Realty Trust and Walden Eco Village.pdf

Hello Gwir,
 
The attached documents may not address all of your questions or concerns, but they may help you
to understand the Town’s position.
 
Yours,
-Nicole
 

From: Sat Purkh Khalsa <satpurkh@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, December 14, 2020 12:12 PM
To: SelectBoard <selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov>
Subject: Wells school eco village
 
To whom it may concern,
 
I live in the Monadnock area and have recently heard about the impending evictions. Although I am
unclear on the details, or the culpability in the end, I do know that now is not the time to push for
and/or allow for evictions. It's winter, it's Christmas, it's covid.
 
Whatever needs to be done to keep these people in their homes must be done until a longer term
solution is planned.
 
I've only lived here a short time, but from what I can tell, the area is very hostile to renters and lower
to middle income (younger) people, which can't be good for the area in the long run.
 
As town select, you've a responsibility but just to the present but the future of the area. Are we
really just going to become a bedroom community for the rich vacationers from New York and
Boston? 
 
Thank you for your attention to this matter,
 
Gwir Huddleston Llewellyn
Dublin, NH
____________________ Confidentiality notice: This email transmission may contain
confidential or legally privileged information that is intended only for the individual or entity
named in the e-mail address. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any disclosure, copying, distribution, or reliance upon the contents of this e-mail is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this e-mail transmission in error, please reply to the sender, so
that arrangements can be made for proper delivery, and then please delete the message from
your inbox. ___________________

mailto:nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov
mailto:satpurkh@gmail.com
mailto:selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov
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Garland Family Reality Trust and Walden Eco Village 
Timeline  


Based on a review of the files in the possession of the Town of Peterborough, including the 
Building Inspector’s office and the Fire Inspector’s office, the town has been aware of the 
cabins and central heating system since they were constructed in and around 2005 to 2007 and 
given certificates of occupancy as transient housing for the staff of the neighboring Well School 
without permanent electricity or LP gas installations in 2008. In 2010 a ZBA variance allowed 
the accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot owned by the Garland Family Reality Trust, 
Akhil Garland, Trustee.  The approval was subject to conditions that included requirements that 
the cabins remain accessory to the school, and that any new structures were required to 
receive zoning board approval. Since that time there has been some knowledge of the more 
permanent use of them as residences however, as originally constructed and inspected they 
were safe for occupancy.   


 


In preparation for the Planning Board meeting scheduled for December 14, 2020 town staff 
visited the site to be better informed about the application and site. At the time of that visit, 
which did not involve entry into any of the building, staff noted that in addition to the original, 
permitted seven cabins, fifteen additional structures, including the seven casitas had been 
constructed and electrical wiring, and LP gas had been installed on the site. This discovery led to 
the Town requesting a formal site visit, including entry into the structures, from Mr. Garland. 
The initial inspection, on December 1, 2020, was held but at that time Mr. Garland had not 
notified the residents of the need to enter the units. The inspection was subsequently 
rescheduled for December 10, 2020 at which time the town was able to confirm the use of the 
structures as well as the presence of electrical and gas services to the structures. 


 


Once the town was aware of the condition of the rental units, and the safety issues they pose 
to the residents, the process to condemn the units for rental was started.  As the responsible 
party, Mr. Garland was notified and served with a letter from Code Officer Tim Herlihy dated 
December 11, 2020 which outlined the violations that were observed during the December 10 
site visit.  This letter also stated that the significant code violations placed the structures and 







their occupants at immediate risk, and that they can not be occupied until such time as permits 
for the electrical and LP gas installations can be produced and inspections can be conducted.   


 


The Town understands that the occupants of these cabins and casitas have in good faith 
entered into lease agreements with Mr. Garland.  As such, Mr. Garland is responsible for 
providing the tenants with alternative housing until these structures are properly permitted.  
Town officials met with Mr. Garland on December 14, 2020, and have begun discussing the 
process for bringing the cabins up to the minimum housing standard.     


 


Cabins 


Originally inspected and approved by the town for transient occupancy of Well School staff. At 
the time of inspection and approval in 2008 they did not have electrical or gas service. At some 
point in time both electric and gas have been added to those cabins. The town has no record of 
permit applications or inspections/approvals for either of these utilities. 


 


Casitas 


None of these structures have been permitted by the town. In a July 2020 article in the 
Monadnock Ledger Transcript, Mr. Garland is quoted as saying they were too small to need 
permits or inspection. However, the building code requires that all residential structures 
intended to be used as dwellings be permitted, inspected, and approved. Aside from the 
unpermitted electric and gas utilities in those structures, they do not meet the State of New 
Hampshire minimum housing standard for rental housing as set forth in RSA 48-A:14 
specifically: 


• conditions that create the danger of electric shock 
• floors, walls, or ceiling contain substantial holes that seriously reduce their function or 


render them dangerous to the inhabitants 
• inadequate supply of water, or whatever equipment that is available to heat water is 


not properly operating 
• leaks in any gas lines or leaks or defective pilot lights in any appliances furnished by the 


landlord 
• lack heating facilities that are properly installed, safely maintained and in good working 


condition 
 


Potentially the cabins could be brought up to the point where they can be inspected and 
approved, from a building and life safety perspective, as adequate rental housing. The casitas 







will never be able to meet the minimum standard and can never be occupied as residential 
rental units in the State of New Hampshire. 


General Timeline Based off records of Site Plans & Building Permits:  


• 1986 – School building adds addition; includes library 
• 1995 – Addition of arts building attached to the school; received state septic approval; ZBA 


approval for their parking 
• 2002 – Subdivision and boundary line adjustment among 3 lots 
• 2006 – Proposed septic for first 3 cabins (Phase 1) 
• 2007 – MSPR approval for 4 cabins (Phase 2)  


o Plans do not show true locations of wetlands; not stamped by wetland scientist 
o Application requests “construction of staff housing” 
o Minutes reflect that cabins are all to be “off the grid” and generate their own electric 
o Proposed septic is shared 
o Proposal of shared central boiler to “provide radiant heat” 
o Approval notes that structures should not have kitchens, but do have bathrooms 


 Noted in approval that expansions, such as a kitchen, require approval of a 
dwelling 


o State septic approval received and approved for corresponding structures 
• Sept. 2007 – Septic design and approval for system to feed the seven structures   


o Further clarifies specifically for 3 two-bedrooms and 4 studios for a total of 1800 GDP 
• May 2010 – ZBA Variance approval to allow accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot as the 


primary use 
o Approval provided with conditions that (including but not limited to): 


 Cabins must remain as accessory to school 
 Requirement of access easement for roadways 
 Any new structures will require zoning board approval  


• May 2010 – Subdivision approval to create lot which, with the Variance, will allow the housing 
units to exist as the primary use of the property  


Key notes to timeline:  


• 2006 – Septic was drawn up by Sharon Monahan who indicated that there were significant 
wetlands on site  


• 2007 – Phase 2 structures were originally named “Stroppano Cottage,” “Wilson Cottage,” Guest 
Cottage,” and “Proposed Boiler House.” No information about the original names of the Phase 1 
structures.  


Structures with Permits:  


1) Wilson Cottage (current name) 
a. Also referenced in places as “Amluma” 
b. 24’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicates no cooking and no bathing facilities; no electric 


2) Farmers Cottage (current name) 







a. Also referenced as “Rain”  
b. 16’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicated no bathing and no electric  


3) Kerri Kerri Cottage (current name) 
a. 2008 BP indicates no bathing or kitchen; no electric 
b. Plans for cottage show a bathroom 


4) Garland Cottage 
a. Also referenced as the “AK Cabin” 
b. 20’ x 24’ 
c. First structure to be proposed and built with a foundation  


5) Village Kitchen (current name) 
a. Site plans show structure as 16’ x 24’ but building plans are 17’ x 25’ 


6) Mountain View (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Fitz” 
b. 20’ x 24’  
c. BP issued 2009 but indicated no bathing and no kitchen facilities; no electric 


7) Blueberry (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Jenhouse”  
b. All plans reference proposed size as 18’ x 24’ but structure is significantly smaller  


8) Boiler House (current name) 
a. BP issued for wood fired boiler shed 
b. Located in upper portion of lot near kiln and maintenance – not a part of the main 


cluster of houses 
9) The Barn (current name) 


a. Pole barn erected in 2006 
b. To be used for storage and animals 


10) Woodshed (current name) 
a. Shown on 2020 PB Site Plans as being tied into septic  
b. BP and CO issued  


Un-permitted Structures:  


1) Austin Place 
2) Mini Mocha 
3) Nicholsworth 
4) Acorn 
5) Green Bean 
6) Love Shack 
7) Red Rooster 
8) Hickory Hall 
9) White House 
10) Greenhouse  
11) Pumphouse 
12) Unnamed structure/shed between proposed lots 24 & 23 
13) Unnamed on proposed lot 25  







14) “Shed” at far southeast corner/curve of property  
15) “Shed” on proposed lot 26 


 







From: Nicole MacStay
To: C T Calmer; SelectBoard
Cc: Amy Wilson; alisonrossiter@myfairpoint.net; Helene Bickford; Karen DeBonis; Judy Lister; Lynn Estep; Steve

Schuch
Subject: RE: Wells school eco villiage evicted
Date: Monday, December 14, 2020 4:48:30 PM
Attachments: Garland Family Realty Trust_20201211 - signed TJH.pdf

Press Release - Garland Family Realty Trust and Walden Eco Village.pdf

Hello Cathleen,
 
The attached documents may not address all of your questions or concerns, but they may help you
to understand the Town’s position.
 
Yours,
-Nicole
 

From: C T Calmer <forestcalmer@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, December 14, 2020 12:07 PM
To: SelectBoard <selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov>
Cc: Amy Wilson <nh.amy.wilson@gmail.com>; alisonrossiter@myfairpoint.net; Helene Bickford
<hlbickford@gmail.com>; Karen DeBonis <kdebonis@gmail.com>; Judy Lister
<judyglister@gmail.com>; Lynn Estep <lynnienm@gmail.com>; Steve Schuch
<info@nightheron.com>
Subject: Wells school eco villiage evicted
 
Your strength and compassionate action is needed to assist these people from eviction. Please delay
proceedings and work to resolve this eviction as your top priority.
In this time of covid, in this time of uncertainty, in this season of Christmas, the Monadnock
community must care for each other.
I am sure that, no matter the circumstances, your positive actions will make a difference. Keep
families in their homes.
Cathleen Calmer
153 Kings Hwy, Hancock, NH 03449
 
____________________ Confidentiality notice: This email transmission may contain
confidential or legally privileged information that is intended only for the individual or entity
named in the e-mail address. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any disclosure, copying, distribution, or reliance upon the contents of this e-mail is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this e-mail transmission in error, please reply to the sender, so
that arrangements can be made for proper delivery, and then please delete the message from
your inbox. ___________________

mailto:nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov
mailto:forestcalmer@gmail.com
mailto:selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov
mailto:nh.amy.wilson@gmail.com
mailto:alisonrossiter@myfairpoint.net
mailto:hlbickford@gmail.com
mailto:kdebonis@gmail.com
mailto:judyglister@gmail.com
mailto:lynnienm@gmail.com
mailto:info@nightheron.com
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Contact:  Nicole MacStay, Deputy Town Administrator 
603-924-8000 
 


Garland Family Reality Trust and Walden Eco Village 
Timeline  


Based on a review of the files in the possession of the Town of Peterborough, including the 
Building Inspector’s office and the Fire Inspector’s office, the town has been aware of the 
cabins and central heating system since they were constructed in and around 2005 to 2007 and 
given certificates of occupancy as transient housing for the staff of the neighboring Well School 
without permanent electricity or LP gas installations in 2008. In 2010 a ZBA variance allowed 
the accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot owned by the Garland Family Reality Trust, 
Akhil Garland, Trustee.  The approval was subject to conditions that included requirements that 
the cabins remain accessory to the school, and that any new structures were required to 
receive zoning board approval. Since that time there has been some knowledge of the more 
permanent use of them as residences however, as originally constructed and inspected they 
were safe for occupancy.   


 


In preparation for the Planning Board meeting scheduled for December 14, 2020 town staff 
visited the site to be better informed about the application and site. At the time of that visit, 
which did not involve entry into any of the building, staff noted that in addition to the original, 
permitted seven cabins, fifteen additional structures, including the seven casitas had been 
constructed and electrical wiring, and LP gas had been installed on the site. This discovery led to 
the Town requesting a formal site visit, including entry into the structures, from Mr. Garland. 
The initial inspection, on December 1, 2020, was held but at that time Mr. Garland had not 
notified the residents of the need to enter the units. The inspection was subsequently 
rescheduled for December 10, 2020 at which time the town was able to confirm the use of the 
structures as well as the presence of electrical and gas services to the structures. 


 


Once the town was aware of the condition of the rental units, and the safety issues they pose 
to the residents, the process to condemn the units for rental was started.  As the responsible 
party, Mr. Garland was notified and served with a letter from Code Officer Tim Herlihy dated 
December 11, 2020 which outlined the violations that were observed during the December 10 
site visit.  This letter also stated that the significant code violations placed the structures and 







their occupants at immediate risk, and that they can not be occupied until such time as permits 
for the electrical and LP gas installations can be produced and inspections can be conducted.   


 


The Town understands that the occupants of these cabins and casitas have in good faith 
entered into lease agreements with Mr. Garland.  As such, Mr. Garland is responsible for 
providing the tenants with alternative housing until these structures are properly permitted.  
Town officials met with Mr. Garland on December 14, 2020, and have begun discussing the 
process for bringing the cabins up to the minimum housing standard.     


 


Cabins 


Originally inspected and approved by the town for transient occupancy of Well School staff. At 
the time of inspection and approval in 2008 they did not have electrical or gas service. At some 
point in time both electric and gas have been added to those cabins. The town has no record of 
permit applications or inspections/approvals for either of these utilities. 


 


Casitas 


None of these structures have been permitted by the town. In a July 2020 article in the 
Monadnock Ledger Transcript, Mr. Garland is quoted as saying they were too small to need 
permits or inspection. However, the building code requires that all residential structures 
intended to be used as dwellings be permitted, inspected, and approved. Aside from the 
unpermitted electric and gas utilities in those structures, they do not meet the State of New 
Hampshire minimum housing standard for rental housing as set forth in RSA 48-A:14 
specifically: 


• conditions that create the danger of electric shock 
• floors, walls, or ceiling contain substantial holes that seriously reduce their function or 


render them dangerous to the inhabitants 
• inadequate supply of water, or whatever equipment that is available to heat water is 


not properly operating 
• leaks in any gas lines or leaks or defective pilot lights in any appliances furnished by the 


landlord 
• lack heating facilities that are properly installed, safely maintained and in good working 


condition 
 


Potentially the cabins could be brought up to the point where they can be inspected and 
approved, from a building and life safety perspective, as adequate rental housing. The casitas 







will never be able to meet the minimum standard and can never be occupied as residential 
rental units in the State of New Hampshire. 


General Timeline Based off records of Site Plans & Building Permits:  


• 1986 – School building adds addition; includes library 
• 1995 – Addition of arts building attached to the school; received state septic approval; ZBA 


approval for their parking 
• 2002 – Subdivision and boundary line adjustment among 3 lots 
• 2006 – Proposed septic for first 3 cabins (Phase 1) 
• 2007 – MSPR approval for 4 cabins (Phase 2)  


o Plans do not show true locations of wetlands; not stamped by wetland scientist 
o Application requests “construction of staff housing” 
o Minutes reflect that cabins are all to be “off the grid” and generate their own electric 
o Proposed septic is shared 
o Proposal of shared central boiler to “provide radiant heat” 
o Approval notes that structures should not have kitchens, but do have bathrooms 


 Noted in approval that expansions, such as a kitchen, require approval of a 
dwelling 


o State septic approval received and approved for corresponding structures 
• Sept. 2007 – Septic design and approval for system to feed the seven structures   


o Further clarifies specifically for 3 two-bedrooms and 4 studios for a total of 1800 GDP 
• May 2010 – ZBA Variance approval to allow accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot as the 


primary use 
o Approval provided with conditions that (including but not limited to): 


 Cabins must remain as accessory to school 
 Requirement of access easement for roadways 
 Any new structures will require zoning board approval  


• May 2010 – Subdivision approval to create lot which, with the Variance, will allow the housing 
units to exist as the primary use of the property  


Key notes to timeline:  


• 2006 – Septic was drawn up by Sharon Monahan who indicated that there were significant 
wetlands on site  


• 2007 – Phase 2 structures were originally named “Stroppano Cottage,” “Wilson Cottage,” Guest 
Cottage,” and “Proposed Boiler House.” No information about the original names of the Phase 1 
structures.  


Structures with Permits:  


1) Wilson Cottage (current name) 
a. Also referenced in places as “Amluma” 
b. 24’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicates no cooking and no bathing facilities; no electric 


2) Farmers Cottage (current name) 







a. Also referenced as “Rain”  
b. 16’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicated no bathing and no electric  


3) Kerri Kerri Cottage (current name) 
a. 2008 BP indicates no bathing or kitchen; no electric 
b. Plans for cottage show a bathroom 


4) Garland Cottage 
a. Also referenced as the “AK Cabin” 
b. 20’ x 24’ 
c. First structure to be proposed and built with a foundation  


5) Village Kitchen (current name) 
a. Site plans show structure as 16’ x 24’ but building plans are 17’ x 25’ 


6) Mountain View (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Fitz” 
b. 20’ x 24’  
c. BP issued 2009 but indicated no bathing and no kitchen facilities; no electric 


7) Blueberry (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Jenhouse”  
b. All plans reference proposed size as 18’ x 24’ but structure is significantly smaller  


8) Boiler House (current name) 
a. BP issued for wood fired boiler shed 
b. Located in upper portion of lot near kiln and maintenance – not a part of the main 


cluster of houses 
9) The Barn (current name) 


a. Pole barn erected in 2006 
b. To be used for storage and animals 


10) Woodshed (current name) 
a. Shown on 2020 PB Site Plans as being tied into septic  
b. BP and CO issued  


Un-permitted Structures:  


1) Austin Place 
2) Mini Mocha 
3) Nicholsworth 
4) Acorn 
5) Green Bean 
6) Love Shack 
7) Red Rooster 
8) Hickory Hall 
9) White House 
10) Greenhouse  
11) Pumphouse 
12) Unnamed structure/shed between proposed lots 24 & 23 
13) Unnamed on proposed lot 25  







14) “Shed” at far southeast corner/curve of property  
15) “Shed” on proposed lot 26 


 







From: Nicole MacStay
To: alisonrossiter@myfairpoint.net; SelectBoard
Subject: RE: Re: Well school eco village evicted due to Lack of permits.
Date: Monday, December 14, 2020 4:48:21 PM
Attachments: Garland Family Realty Trust_20201211 - signed TJH.pdf

Press Release - Garland Family Realty Trust and Walden Eco Village.pdf

Hello Alison,

The attached documents may not address all of your questions or concerns, but they may help you to understand the
Town’s position.

Yours,
-Nicole

-----Original Message-----
From: Alison Rossiter <alisonrossiter@myfairpoint.net>
Sent: Monday, December 14, 2020 11:42 AM
To: Nicole MacStay <nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov>; SelectBoard <selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Re: Well school eco village evicted due to Lack of permits.
Importance: High

Please ensure that the letter below (click on the Facebook link or highlight the address and add it to your browser to
open the message) has been reviewed and action taken for those who have been living in a home up behind the Well
School.   It appears to be an unconscionable decision by the landlord to evict people at such short notice.  This
situation requires attention, follow-up, and assistance today by the town and/or by a lawyer or appropriate person
who can initiate an action that is more humane than the current landlord's eviction decision.

      Please do deal with this situation for both those who have been told to be out of their home and the landlord who
ordered eviction.

-------- Original Message --------
Subject: Re: Well school eco village evicted due to Lack of permits.
Date: Mon, 14 Dec 2020 11:02:24 -0500
From: C T Calmer <forestcalmer@gmail.com>
To: Helene Bickford <hlbickford@gmail.com>, Francie Von Mertens <329france@gmail.com>, Lynn Estep
<lynnienm@gmail.com>, Judy Lister <judyglister@gmail.com>, alisonrossiter@myfairpoint.net

On Mon, Dec 14, 2020, 10:52 AM C T Calmer wrote:

>
> https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10158837605904784&id=80249
> 4783&sfnsn=mo
>
>
> Wondering if you know those on Peterborough planning board or have
> some ideas. I just learned of this 12/14 & thought you would be concerned.
> Kimberly Ashbury posted this on fb & we are friends.
> Cathleen Calmer
>
____________________ Confidentiality notice: This email transmission may contain confidential or legally
privileged information that is intended only for the individual or entity named in the e-mail address. If you are not
the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or reliance upon the
contents of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail transmission in error, please reply to the
sender, so that arrangements can be made for proper delivery, and then please delete the message from your inbox.

mailto:nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov
mailto:alisonrossiter@myfairpoint.net
mailto:selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10158837605904784&id=80249
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Garland Family Reality Trust and Walden Eco Village 
Timeline  


Based on a review of the files in the possession of the Town of Peterborough, including the 
Building Inspector’s office and the Fire Inspector’s office, the town has been aware of the 
cabins and central heating system since they were constructed in and around 2005 to 2007 and 
given certificates of occupancy as transient housing for the staff of the neighboring Well School 
without permanent electricity or LP gas installations in 2008. In 2010 a ZBA variance allowed 
the accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot owned by the Garland Family Reality Trust, 
Akhil Garland, Trustee.  The approval was subject to conditions that included requirements that 
the cabins remain accessory to the school, and that any new structures were required to 
receive zoning board approval. Since that time there has been some knowledge of the more 
permanent use of them as residences however, as originally constructed and inspected they 
were safe for occupancy.   


 


In preparation for the Planning Board meeting scheduled for December 14, 2020 town staff 
visited the site to be better informed about the application and site. At the time of that visit, 
which did not involve entry into any of the building, staff noted that in addition to the original, 
permitted seven cabins, fifteen additional structures, including the seven casitas had been 
constructed and electrical wiring, and LP gas had been installed on the site. This discovery led to 
the Town requesting a formal site visit, including entry into the structures, from Mr. Garland. 
The initial inspection, on December 1, 2020, was held but at that time Mr. Garland had not 
notified the residents of the need to enter the units. The inspection was subsequently 
rescheduled for December 10, 2020 at which time the town was able to confirm the use of the 
structures as well as the presence of electrical and gas services to the structures. 


 


Once the town was aware of the condition of the rental units, and the safety issues they pose 
to the residents, the process to condemn the units for rental was started.  As the responsible 
party, Mr. Garland was notified and served with a letter from Code Officer Tim Herlihy dated 
December 11, 2020 which outlined the violations that were observed during the December 10 
site visit.  This letter also stated that the significant code violations placed the structures and 







their occupants at immediate risk, and that they can not be occupied until such time as permits 
for the electrical and LP gas installations can be produced and inspections can be conducted.   


 


The Town understands that the occupants of these cabins and casitas have in good faith 
entered into lease agreements with Mr. Garland.  As such, Mr. Garland is responsible for 
providing the tenants with alternative housing until these structures are properly permitted.  
Town officials met with Mr. Garland on December 14, 2020, and have begun discussing the 
process for bringing the cabins up to the minimum housing standard.     


 


Cabins 


Originally inspected and approved by the town for transient occupancy of Well School staff. At 
the time of inspection and approval in 2008 they did not have electrical or gas service. At some 
point in time both electric and gas have been added to those cabins. The town has no record of 
permit applications or inspections/approvals for either of these utilities. 


 


Casitas 


None of these structures have been permitted by the town. In a July 2020 article in the 
Monadnock Ledger Transcript, Mr. Garland is quoted as saying they were too small to need 
permits or inspection. However, the building code requires that all residential structures 
intended to be used as dwellings be permitted, inspected, and approved. Aside from the 
unpermitted electric and gas utilities in those structures, they do not meet the State of New 
Hampshire minimum housing standard for rental housing as set forth in RSA 48-A:14 
specifically: 


• conditions that create the danger of electric shock 
• floors, walls, or ceiling contain substantial holes that seriously reduce their function or 


render them dangerous to the inhabitants 
• inadequate supply of water, or whatever equipment that is available to heat water is 


not properly operating 
• leaks in any gas lines or leaks or defective pilot lights in any appliances furnished by the 


landlord 
• lack heating facilities that are properly installed, safely maintained and in good working 


condition 
 


Potentially the cabins could be brought up to the point where they can be inspected and 
approved, from a building and life safety perspective, as adequate rental housing. The casitas 







will never be able to meet the minimum standard and can never be occupied as residential 
rental units in the State of New Hampshire. 


General Timeline Based off records of Site Plans & Building Permits:  


• 1986 – School building adds addition; includes library 
• 1995 – Addition of arts building attached to the school; received state septic approval; ZBA 


approval for their parking 
• 2002 – Subdivision and boundary line adjustment among 3 lots 
• 2006 – Proposed septic for first 3 cabins (Phase 1) 
• 2007 – MSPR approval for 4 cabins (Phase 2)  


o Plans do not show true locations of wetlands; not stamped by wetland scientist 
o Application requests “construction of staff housing” 
o Minutes reflect that cabins are all to be “off the grid” and generate their own electric 
o Proposed septic is shared 
o Proposal of shared central boiler to “provide radiant heat” 
o Approval notes that structures should not have kitchens, but do have bathrooms 


 Noted in approval that expansions, such as a kitchen, require approval of a 
dwelling 


o State septic approval received and approved for corresponding structures 
• Sept. 2007 – Septic design and approval for system to feed the seven structures   


o Further clarifies specifically for 3 two-bedrooms and 4 studios for a total of 1800 GDP 
• May 2010 – ZBA Variance approval to allow accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot as the 


primary use 
o Approval provided with conditions that (including but not limited to): 


 Cabins must remain as accessory to school 
 Requirement of access easement for roadways 
 Any new structures will require zoning board approval  


• May 2010 – Subdivision approval to create lot which, with the Variance, will allow the housing 
units to exist as the primary use of the property  


Key notes to timeline:  


• 2006 – Septic was drawn up by Sharon Monahan who indicated that there were significant 
wetlands on site  


• 2007 – Phase 2 structures were originally named “Stroppano Cottage,” “Wilson Cottage,” Guest 
Cottage,” and “Proposed Boiler House.” No information about the original names of the Phase 1 
structures.  


Structures with Permits:  


1) Wilson Cottage (current name) 
a. Also referenced in places as “Amluma” 
b. 24’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicates no cooking and no bathing facilities; no electric 


2) Farmers Cottage (current name) 







a. Also referenced as “Rain”  
b. 16’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicated no bathing and no electric  


3) Kerri Kerri Cottage (current name) 
a. 2008 BP indicates no bathing or kitchen; no electric 
b. Plans for cottage show a bathroom 


4) Garland Cottage 
a. Also referenced as the “AK Cabin” 
b. 20’ x 24’ 
c. First structure to be proposed and built with a foundation  


5) Village Kitchen (current name) 
a. Site plans show structure as 16’ x 24’ but building plans are 17’ x 25’ 


6) Mountain View (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Fitz” 
b. 20’ x 24’  
c. BP issued 2009 but indicated no bathing and no kitchen facilities; no electric 


7) Blueberry (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Jenhouse”  
b. All plans reference proposed size as 18’ x 24’ but structure is significantly smaller  


8) Boiler House (current name) 
a. BP issued for wood fired boiler shed 
b. Located in upper portion of lot near kiln and maintenance – not a part of the main 


cluster of houses 
9) The Barn (current name) 


a. Pole barn erected in 2006 
b. To be used for storage and animals 


10) Woodshed (current name) 
a. Shown on 2020 PB Site Plans as being tied into septic  
b. BP and CO issued  


Un-permitted Structures:  


1) Austin Place 
2) Mini Mocha 
3) Nicholsworth 
4) Acorn 
5) Green Bean 
6) Love Shack 
7) Red Rooster 
8) Hickory Hall 
9) White House 
10) Greenhouse  
11) Pumphouse 
12) Unnamed structure/shed between proposed lots 24 & 23 
13) Unnamed on proposed lot 25  







14) “Shed” at far southeast corner/curve of property  
15) “Shed” on proposed lot 26 


 







From: Nicole MacStay
To: Gary Ciocci; SelectBoard
Subject: RE: Housing situation at the Village at the Well.
Date: Monday, December 14, 2020 4:47:16 PM
Attachments: Garland Family Realty Trust_20201211 - signed TJH.pdf

Press Release - Garland Family Realty Trust and Walden Eco Village.pdf

Hello Gary,
 
The attached documents may not address all of your questions or concerns, but they may help you
to understand the Town’s position.
 
Yours,
-Nicole
 

From: Gary Ciocci <gary@premierguitar.com> 
Sent: Monday, December 14, 2020 11:07 AM
To: SelectBoard <selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov>
Subject: Housing situation at the Village at the Well.
 
Good morning 
 
I am somewhat taken aback at the situation at the Village.
 
To learn that the town has put forward an eviction notice on 23+ residents (some after more the 15
years of living there) with only a handful of days warning seems very much out of touch with the
image Peterborough wants to create for itself.
 
It also seems that the decision is very binary with no middle ground or openness for a compromise.
In the past the village only used electricity to run a pump for heating from the boiler house
(permitted) why not return to that model until the proper permitting is sorted out, why kick
everyone out, shut off all power and risk damage to homes thru frozen heating systems?  
 
Why can't people continue to live there while this is sorted out with the power as it is currently
being used (and has been used with no incident)?
 
Why was there no discussion with the residents that there were concerns of this BEFORE getting
evicted?
 
It all seems rather sudden and the decisions are being made without ample discussion.  
 
This situation is disappointing.
 
Gary Ciocci
9 Burke Road
 

mailto:nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov
mailto:gary@premierguitar.com
mailto:selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov
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Based on a review of the files in the possession of the Town of Peterborough, including the 
Building Inspector’s office and the Fire Inspector’s office, the town has been aware of the 
cabins and central heating system since they were constructed in and around 2005 to 2007 and 
given certificates of occupancy as transient housing for the staff of the neighboring Well School 
without permanent electricity or LP gas installations in 2008. In 2010 a ZBA variance allowed 
the accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot owned by the Garland Family Reality Trust, 
Akhil Garland, Trustee.  The approval was subject to conditions that included requirements that 
the cabins remain accessory to the school, and that any new structures were required to 
receive zoning board approval. Since that time there has been some knowledge of the more 
permanent use of them as residences however, as originally constructed and inspected they 
were safe for occupancy.   


 


In preparation for the Planning Board meeting scheduled for December 14, 2020 town staff 
visited the site to be better informed about the application and site. At the time of that visit, 
which did not involve entry into any of the building, staff noted that in addition to the original, 
permitted seven cabins, fifteen additional structures, including the seven casitas had been 
constructed and electrical wiring, and LP gas had been installed on the site. This discovery led to 
the Town requesting a formal site visit, including entry into the structures, from Mr. Garland. 
The initial inspection, on December 1, 2020, was held but at that time Mr. Garland had not 
notified the residents of the need to enter the units. The inspection was subsequently 
rescheduled for December 10, 2020 at which time the town was able to confirm the use of the 
structures as well as the presence of electrical and gas services to the structures. 


 


Once the town was aware of the condition of the rental units, and the safety issues they pose 
to the residents, the process to condemn the units for rental was started.  As the responsible 
party, Mr. Garland was notified and served with a letter from Code Officer Tim Herlihy dated 
December 11, 2020 which outlined the violations that were observed during the December 10 
site visit.  This letter also stated that the significant code violations placed the structures and 







their occupants at immediate risk, and that they can not be occupied until such time as permits 
for the electrical and LP gas installations can be produced and inspections can be conducted.   


 


The Town understands that the occupants of these cabins and casitas have in good faith 
entered into lease agreements with Mr. Garland.  As such, Mr. Garland is responsible for 
providing the tenants with alternative housing until these structures are properly permitted.  
Town officials met with Mr. Garland on December 14, 2020, and have begun discussing the 
process for bringing the cabins up to the minimum housing standard.     


 


Cabins 


Originally inspected and approved by the town for transient occupancy of Well School staff. At 
the time of inspection and approval in 2008 they did not have electrical or gas service. At some 
point in time both electric and gas have been added to those cabins. The town has no record of 
permit applications or inspections/approvals for either of these utilities. 


 


Casitas 


None of these structures have been permitted by the town. In a July 2020 article in the 
Monadnock Ledger Transcript, Mr. Garland is quoted as saying they were too small to need 
permits or inspection. However, the building code requires that all residential structures 
intended to be used as dwellings be permitted, inspected, and approved. Aside from the 
unpermitted electric and gas utilities in those structures, they do not meet the State of New 
Hampshire minimum housing standard for rental housing as set forth in RSA 48-A:14 
specifically: 


• conditions that create the danger of electric shock 
• floors, walls, or ceiling contain substantial holes that seriously reduce their function or 


render them dangerous to the inhabitants 
• inadequate supply of water, or whatever equipment that is available to heat water is 


not properly operating 
• leaks in any gas lines or leaks or defective pilot lights in any appliances furnished by the 


landlord 
• lack heating facilities that are properly installed, safely maintained and in good working 


condition 
 


Potentially the cabins could be brought up to the point where they can be inspected and 
approved, from a building and life safety perspective, as adequate rental housing. The casitas 







will never be able to meet the minimum standard and can never be occupied as residential 
rental units in the State of New Hampshire. 


General Timeline Based off records of Site Plans & Building Permits:  


• 1986 – School building adds addition; includes library 
• 1995 – Addition of arts building attached to the school; received state septic approval; ZBA 


approval for their parking 
• 2002 – Subdivision and boundary line adjustment among 3 lots 
• 2006 – Proposed septic for first 3 cabins (Phase 1) 
• 2007 – MSPR approval for 4 cabins (Phase 2)  


o Plans do not show true locations of wetlands; not stamped by wetland scientist 
o Application requests “construction of staff housing” 
o Minutes reflect that cabins are all to be “off the grid” and generate their own electric 
o Proposed septic is shared 
o Proposal of shared central boiler to “provide radiant heat” 
o Approval notes that structures should not have kitchens, but do have bathrooms 


 Noted in approval that expansions, such as a kitchen, require approval of a 
dwelling 


o State septic approval received and approved for corresponding structures 
• Sept. 2007 – Septic design and approval for system to feed the seven structures   


o Further clarifies specifically for 3 two-bedrooms and 4 studios for a total of 1800 GDP 
• May 2010 – ZBA Variance approval to allow accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot as the 


primary use 
o Approval provided with conditions that (including but not limited to): 


 Cabins must remain as accessory to school 
 Requirement of access easement for roadways 
 Any new structures will require zoning board approval  


• May 2010 – Subdivision approval to create lot which, with the Variance, will allow the housing 
units to exist as the primary use of the property  


Key notes to timeline:  


• 2006 – Septic was drawn up by Sharon Monahan who indicated that there were significant 
wetlands on site  


• 2007 – Phase 2 structures were originally named “Stroppano Cottage,” “Wilson Cottage,” Guest 
Cottage,” and “Proposed Boiler House.” No information about the original names of the Phase 1 
structures.  


Structures with Permits:  


1) Wilson Cottage (current name) 
a. Also referenced in places as “Amluma” 
b. 24’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicates no cooking and no bathing facilities; no electric 


2) Farmers Cottage (current name) 







a. Also referenced as “Rain”  
b. 16’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicated no bathing and no electric  


3) Kerri Kerri Cottage (current name) 
a. 2008 BP indicates no bathing or kitchen; no electric 
b. Plans for cottage show a bathroom 


4) Garland Cottage 
a. Also referenced as the “AK Cabin” 
b. 20’ x 24’ 
c. First structure to be proposed and built with a foundation  


5) Village Kitchen (current name) 
a. Site plans show structure as 16’ x 24’ but building plans are 17’ x 25’ 


6) Mountain View (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Fitz” 
b. 20’ x 24’  
c. BP issued 2009 but indicated no bathing and no kitchen facilities; no electric 


7) Blueberry (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Jenhouse”  
b. All plans reference proposed size as 18’ x 24’ but structure is significantly smaller  


8) Boiler House (current name) 
a. BP issued for wood fired boiler shed 
b. Located in upper portion of lot near kiln and maintenance – not a part of the main 


cluster of houses 
9) The Barn (current name) 


a. Pole barn erected in 2006 
b. To be used for storage and animals 


10) Woodshed (current name) 
a. Shown on 2020 PB Site Plans as being tied into septic  
b. BP and CO issued  


Un-permitted Structures:  


1) Austin Place 
2) Mini Mocha 
3) Nicholsworth 
4) Acorn 
5) Green Bean 
6) Love Shack 
7) Red Rooster 
8) Hickory Hall 
9) White House 
10) Greenhouse  
11) Pumphouse 
12) Unnamed structure/shed between proposed lots 24 & 23 
13) Unnamed on proposed lot 25  







14) “Shed” at far southeast corner/curve of property  
15) “Shed” on proposed lot 26 


 







From: Nicole MacStay
To: Luke Wilson; SelectBoard
Subject: RE: On the Recent Decision regarding the Walden Eco Village
Date: Monday, December 14, 2020 4:46:59 PM
Attachments: Press Release - Garland Family Realty Trust and Walden Eco Village.pdf

Garland Family Realty Trust_20201211 - signed TJH.pdf

Hello Luke,
 
The attached documents may not address all of your questions or concerns, but they may help you
to understand the Town’s position.
 
Yours,
-Nicole
 

From: Luke Wilson <nh.luke.wilson@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, December 14, 2020 10:10 AM
To: SelectBoard <selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov>
Subject: On the Recent Decision regarding the Walden Eco Village
 
Hello,
I hope this finds you well. My name is Luke Wilson and I have been a longtime resident of
the Walden Village. I moved in in 3rd Grade, was a part of the building process and have
spent the last 12 years watching it grow and change as new people come and get the
opportunity to experience our idyllic, safe little village. At no point in those 12 years have I
felt unsafe, rather the opposite. The homes are tended to with care, the people are kind
and it was the perfect place to grow up and to be a kid. Ample access to the woods, a tight
knit neighborhood of peers and plenty of adults to keep an eye to ensure safety. 
It has been nothing short of a pleasure to spend the last dozen years there and at no point
has there been a concern as to the safety of myself, my family or the other residents, nor
has there appeared to have been a concern from the town. If you'll forgive the boldness of
a confused and heartbroken twenty-something, I am a bit baffled by why, in the midst of
pandemic winter, after 12 years, the town has decided that our living situation was of the
utmost concern. It has upended the lives of more than two-dozen people, thrown holiday
plans into flux and turned people out of their homes on what from a slightly more detached
perspective sees as a whim. 
I hope that this confusion and heartbreak can be resolved, hopefully in a way that doesn't
unhome my parents and our neighbors. I am sure that many of the "serious" issues are in
fact resolvable without shutting off power (which would actually make the place unlivable
and hazardous). 
Thank you for taking the time with this,
Sincerely, 
Luke Wilson.
 
--

Cheers, and best wishes your way.
____________________ Confidentiality notice: This email transmission may contain
confidential or legally privileged information that is intended only for the individual or entity
named in the e-mail address. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any disclosure, copying, distribution, or reliance upon the contents of this e-mail is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this e-mail transmission in error, please reply to the sender, so

mailto:nmacstay@peterboroughnh.gov
mailto:nh.luke.wilson@gmail.com
mailto:selectboard@peterboroughnh.gov
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Garland Family Reality Trust and Walden Eco Village 
Timeline  


Based on a review of the files in the possession of the Town of Peterborough, including the 
Building Inspector’s office and the Fire Inspector’s office, the town has been aware of the 
cabins and central heating system since they were constructed in and around 2005 to 2007 and 
given certificates of occupancy as transient housing for the staff of the neighboring Well School 
without permanent electricity or LP gas installations in 2008. In 2010 a ZBA variance allowed 
the accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot owned by the Garland Family Reality Trust, 
Akhil Garland, Trustee.  The approval was subject to conditions that included requirements that 
the cabins remain accessory to the school, and that any new structures were required to 
receive zoning board approval. Since that time there has been some knowledge of the more 
permanent use of them as residences however, as originally constructed and inspected they 
were safe for occupancy.   


 


In preparation for the Planning Board meeting scheduled for December 14, 2020 town staff 
visited the site to be better informed about the application and site. At the time of that visit, 
which did not involve entry into any of the building, staff noted that in addition to the original, 
permitted seven cabins, fifteen additional structures, including the seven casitas had been 
constructed and electrical wiring, and LP gas had been installed on the site. This discovery led to 
the Town requesting a formal site visit, including entry into the structures, from Mr. Garland. 
The initial inspection, on December 1, 2020, was held but at that time Mr. Garland had not 
notified the residents of the need to enter the units. The inspection was subsequently 
rescheduled for December 10, 2020 at which time the town was able to confirm the use of the 
structures as well as the presence of electrical and gas services to the structures. 


 


Once the town was aware of the condition of the rental units, and the safety issues they pose 
to the residents, the process to condemn the units for rental was started.  As the responsible 
party, Mr. Garland was notified and served with a letter from Code Officer Tim Herlihy dated 
December 11, 2020 which outlined the violations that were observed during the December 10 
site visit.  This letter also stated that the significant code violations placed the structures and 







their occupants at immediate risk, and that they can not be occupied until such time as permits 
for the electrical and LP gas installations can be produced and inspections can be conducted.   


 


The Town understands that the occupants of these cabins and casitas have in good faith 
entered into lease agreements with Mr. Garland.  As such, Mr. Garland is responsible for 
providing the tenants with alternative housing until these structures are properly permitted.  
Town officials met with Mr. Garland on December 14, 2020, and have begun discussing the 
process for bringing the cabins up to the minimum housing standard.     


 


Cabins 


Originally inspected and approved by the town for transient occupancy of Well School staff. At 
the time of inspection and approval in 2008 they did not have electrical or gas service. At some 
point in time both electric and gas have been added to those cabins. The town has no record of 
permit applications or inspections/approvals for either of these utilities. 


 


Casitas 


None of these structures have been permitted by the town. In a July 2020 article in the 
Monadnock Ledger Transcript, Mr. Garland is quoted as saying they were too small to need 
permits or inspection. However, the building code requires that all residential structures 
intended to be used as dwellings be permitted, inspected, and approved. Aside from the 
unpermitted electric and gas utilities in those structures, they do not meet the State of New 
Hampshire minimum housing standard for rental housing as set forth in RSA 48-A:14 
specifically: 


• conditions that create the danger of electric shock 
• floors, walls, or ceiling contain substantial holes that seriously reduce their function or 


render them dangerous to the inhabitants 
• inadequate supply of water, or whatever equipment that is available to heat water is 


not properly operating 
• leaks in any gas lines or leaks or defective pilot lights in any appliances furnished by the 


landlord 
• lack heating facilities that are properly installed, safely maintained and in good working 


condition 
 


Potentially the cabins could be brought up to the point where they can be inspected and 
approved, from a building and life safety perspective, as adequate rental housing. The casitas 







will never be able to meet the minimum standard and can never be occupied as residential 
rental units in the State of New Hampshire. 


General Timeline Based off records of Site Plans & Building Permits:  


• 1986 – School building adds addition; includes library 
• 1995 – Addition of arts building attached to the school; received state septic approval; ZBA 


approval for their parking 
• 2002 – Subdivision and boundary line adjustment among 3 lots 
• 2006 – Proposed septic for first 3 cabins (Phase 1) 
• 2007 – MSPR approval for 4 cabins (Phase 2)  


o Plans do not show true locations of wetlands; not stamped by wetland scientist 
o Application requests “construction of staff housing” 
o Minutes reflect that cabins are all to be “off the grid” and generate their own electric 
o Proposed septic is shared 
o Proposal of shared central boiler to “provide radiant heat” 
o Approval notes that structures should not have kitchens, but do have bathrooms 


 Noted in approval that expansions, such as a kitchen, require approval of a 
dwelling 


o State septic approval received and approved for corresponding structures 
• Sept. 2007 – Septic design and approval for system to feed the seven structures   


o Further clarifies specifically for 3 two-bedrooms and 4 studios for a total of 1800 GDP 
• May 2010 – ZBA Variance approval to allow accessory cabins to exist on a subdivided lot as the 


primary use 
o Approval provided with conditions that (including but not limited to): 


 Cabins must remain as accessory to school 
 Requirement of access easement for roadways 
 Any new structures will require zoning board approval  


• May 2010 – Subdivision approval to create lot which, with the Variance, will allow the housing 
units to exist as the primary use of the property  


Key notes to timeline:  


• 2006 – Septic was drawn up by Sharon Monahan who indicated that there were significant 
wetlands on site  


• 2007 – Phase 2 structures were originally named “Stroppano Cottage,” “Wilson Cottage,” Guest 
Cottage,” and “Proposed Boiler House.” No information about the original names of the Phase 1 
structures.  


Structures with Permits:  


1) Wilson Cottage (current name) 
a. Also referenced in places as “Amluma” 
b. 24’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicates no cooking and no bathing facilities; no electric 


2) Farmers Cottage (current name) 







a. Also referenced as “Rain”  
b. 16’ x 32’ 
c. Permit indicated no bathing and no electric  


3) Kerri Kerri Cottage (current name) 
a. 2008 BP indicates no bathing or kitchen; no electric 
b. Plans for cottage show a bathroom 


4) Garland Cottage 
a. Also referenced as the “AK Cabin” 
b. 20’ x 24’ 
c. First structure to be proposed and built with a foundation  


5) Village Kitchen (current name) 
a. Site plans show structure as 16’ x 24’ but building plans are 17’ x 25’ 


6) Mountain View (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Fitz” 
b. 20’ x 24’  
c. BP issued 2009 but indicated no bathing and no kitchen facilities; no electric 


7) Blueberry (current name) 
a. Also referenced as “Jenhouse”  
b. All plans reference proposed size as 18’ x 24’ but structure is significantly smaller  


8) Boiler House (current name) 
a. BP issued for wood fired boiler shed 
b. Located in upper portion of lot near kiln and maintenance – not a part of the main 


cluster of houses 
9) The Barn (current name) 


a. Pole barn erected in 2006 
b. To be used for storage and animals 


10) Woodshed (current name) 
a. Shown on 2020 PB Site Plans as being tied into septic  
b. BP and CO issued  


Un-permitted Structures:  


1) Austin Place 
2) Mini Mocha 
3) Nicholsworth 
4) Acorn 
5) Green Bean 
6) Love Shack 
7) Red Rooster 
8) Hickory Hall 
9) White House 
10) Greenhouse  
11) Pumphouse 
12) Unnamed structure/shed between proposed lots 24 & 23 
13) Unnamed on proposed lot 25  







14) “Shed” at far southeast corner/curve of property  
15) “Shed” on proposed lot 26 
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